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Sllmmatyof Conclusions

The findings which follow are the principal conclusions among many in
this study. It will be .seen that, while most of these relate strictly to
historic preservation, a number of conclusions touch on broader planning
considerations. To the extent that this is justified by the desire to
assist downtown prosperity - which in turn assists preservation - it is
felt that such conclusions are appropriate.

1. A JUNEAU LANDMARKS PROGRAM IS JUSTIFIED. The remaining evidence of
Juneau's history is sufficiently striking that a systematic search and
documentation of historic sites is timely and appropriate. What is known
already of Juneau historic resources indicates that valuable history can
be preserved in the context of growth and new construction, with incalcul
able benefit to owners and to the larger Juneau community. To be success
ful, such a program must include formal recognition of significant sites
by the Juneau government and a vigorous program to encourage preservation.
of these sites, which the Juneau government and public support together
c~n effectively do.

2. A DOWNTOWN HISTORIC DISTRICT,SHOULD BE ESTABLISHED. The present ·
concentration of significant historic buildings in downtown Juneau more
than justifies the establishment of an historic district there as a first
priority of Juneau's landmarks program. In its current state of use and
preservation, the downtown qualifies for protection under State and federal
guidelines and can receive the kind of attention it must have to presenve
the fabric of the many buildings which are significant to Juneau's past.
In the consultants' opinion, this includes eligibility to become certified
as a National Historic Site, and eligibility for tax and grant benefits,
present and future, which are made available by State and federal govern
ments.

3. INITIAL BOUNDARIES OF THE DOWNTOWN DISTRICT SHOULD BE MODEST. A
beginning landmarks program should restrict itself to what it can accomplish
practically. The district proposed in this study includes over thirty
properties and directly affects perhaps a dozen more abutting properties.
This is thought to be a practical number for which to provide administration
and incentives in a beginning program. Once procedures and supportive
programs are in place for these properties, it is possible - and is
recommended - that Juneau review its landmarks program with an eye to
possible extension of the district boundaries, the addition of other land
mark districts and the designation of further individual sites as part of
its program.
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4. PROMOTING THE ECONOMIC HEALTH OF DOWNTOWN IS OF PARAMOUNT IMPORTANCE
TO HISTORIC PRESERVATION. It is hoped and expected that an historic
district will significantly boost downtown business. Conversely, good
business downtown is critical to the success of preservation~ since the
wherewithal to preserve buildings lies overwhelming in the ability of
private owners to reinvest tn their properties. Juneau should therefore
focus attention on the need to preserve the local orientation of downtown
services by encouraging~a~iversity of goods and services, promoting
residential density in the vicinity, improving vehicular access to the
district and controlling sprawl into outlying areas of the region~ It is
felt that sound historic preservation should not result in removing a
district from the mainstream of day to day competition for a local market,
and any tendency of historic preservation to do so must be resisted.

5. DOWNTOWN JUNEAU SHOULD CONSCIOUSLY PRESERVE ITS TOWNSCAPE. The height
of buildings, their historic scale and architectural ~etails are only a
portion of the effect a district has on visitors. Visible commercial
activity is another essential portion, as is also the less tangible effect
of its open spaces, streets and signs. The configuration of these open
spaces is as historic as Juneau's buildings and needs to be vie~ed as part
of Juneau's special character; as important to be preserved as downtown1s
buildings are.

6. JUNEAU SHOULD SURVEY, DOCUMENT AND CERTIFY ITS LANDMARK PROPERTIES AS
SOON AS PRACTICAL. Important benefits to Juneau and to landmark owners
begin to flow once landmark sites are registered with State and ~ational
authorities. Therefore, it is important to the success ofJunea~'s program
that its landmarks legislation be certified by the State of Alaska and
federal Department of Interior as a recognized preservation program. Like
wise, and concurrently, individual sites in the historic district must be
documented and their significance classified for inclusion in the State
and National Register, in order that these property owners become eligible
as soon as possible for State and federal benefits.

7. JUNEAU SHOULD ADOPT LEGISLATION TO ENCOURAGE BROAD LANDMARKS PRESERVATION.
In particular, Juneau should adopt a Juneau Landmarks Ordinance, designed to
establish a clear and responsible procedure for identifying, controlling and
awarding incentives to landmarks. Such legislation will make clear the
rules and process by which landmarks are created and govern the administra
tion of Juneau's program, whether it be the downtown district or future
isolated landmark sites. It will mandate construction guidelines to be
drawn, which in turn will assist in permitting Juneau's preservation program
to be certified at the State and fede~al levels.

8. ADDITIONAL SUPPORTING LEGISLATION IS NECESSARY AND APPROPRIATE. Changes
in pr~sent Juneau zoning and construction ordinances will permit special
zoning incentives to be provided to landmark owners and prevent possible
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discrimination against landmark properties because of their inability to
meet later standards of zoning and construction requirements. Moreover,
zoning changes which influence development in the area surrounding a down
town historic district will guarantee that this area will be developed
compatibly with the district itself and with consideration for Juneau's
special townscape qualities.

9. CONSTRUCTION GUIDELINES FOR LAND~~RKPROPERTIESSHOULD BE DEVELOPED,
AND BE CLEAR AND SIMPLE. Guidelines for owners proposing to alter their
historic properties should be as clear a predictable as possible, in the
interest of 'reducing administrative confusion and delays. These guidelines
can be adopted by administrative rule, subject to Juneau Assembly review .
and approval. Once adopted, such guidelines should encourage simple,
vernacular treatment of historic properties, in keeping with the styles

, traditional to Juneau, and not encourage inappropriate alterations that
result in clutter or quasi-historical ·cuteness'. This is said not only
on behalf of historical veracity, but also in the interest of economy. Fair
but demanding procedures must be included for dealing with proposed demolitions
of landmark properties.

10. NEW BUILDINGS SHOULD CONFORM TO THE EXISTING CHARACTER OF HISTORIC
DISTRICTS. The guidelines, when adopted, should anticipate eventual replace
ment of some buildings within the district as well as construction on currently
vacant sites. New buildings must be expected to conform to what is defined
as the essential character of the district, including both existing building
styles and the special character of the townscape. With this purpose,
heights along streets, building setbacks, materials, facade openings and
signing are appropriate elements to be controlled.

11. PUBLIC IMPROVEMENTS IN LANDMARK DISTRICTS ARE APPROPRIATE AND WILL
GENERATE USEFUL RETURNS. The consultants have listed and described a number
of improvements to open spaces and to street rights of way that will notice
ably enhance the appearance of the district or will contribute to extended
economic life for structures in the downtown district. Included in the
list are soil stabilization, sidewalk replacement, parks and plazas, utility
undergrounding and pedestrian improvements. In the consultants' experience,
such improvements have the immediate effect of heightening a district's
visibility as well as representing an earnest of the public's support for
the district's success, the reward for which has been that private invest
ment in the district is markedly encouraged. Most of these improvements
are therefore recommended.

12. INCENTIVES FOR PRIVATE PARTICIPATION ARE NECESSARY AND ARE TO BE
ENCOURAGED. The consultants have described a number of possible incentives
to land~ark owners, with the conviction that these would encourage private
participation in preservation. It is recommended that a great variety of
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incentives be considered for early adoption and that others be investigated
for possible future adoption. These range from tax relief, zoning incen~

tives and loan programs, through easement and development rights transfers,
to individual public works and improvements. Some, at least, of the
incentives listed here should be adopted as a critical function of any
historical development program.

13. A DOWNTOWN HOUSING PROGRAM SHOULD BE CONSIDERED TO SUPPORT BOTH
PRESERVATION AND BUSINESS. Housing in Juneau being in short supply,
housing is becoming an urgent question. As it effects downtown, the
existing housing stock is being depleted from age or commercial conversion.
A healthy residential district would assist the downtown commercial district·
immeasurably, to remain healthy and diverse. This effect in turn will
assist downtown to remain competitive within the region, which can only
result in further success for preservation. Ideally, a program for housing
rehabilitation and for new housing can be combined with preservation to
become an incentive for reinvestment in landmark properties.

14. IMPROVEMENTS TO TRAFFIC CIRCULATION AND IMPROVED PARKING FACILITIES
WILL ENCOURAGE BETTER BUSINESS AND PRESERVATION TOGETHER. Traffic move
ment and congestion add in some indefinable degree to downtown's image of
bustle and commerce. Yet as downtown grows and serves more people, this
threatens to become a hindrance to downtown since ready access from the
region is important to downtown's competitive stance. It is recommended
that two areas - one north, one south of the downtown center - be explored
in an attempt to develop multi-level parking for the downtown. This will
improve accessibility, enhance pedestrian circulation and reduce traffic
motions now due to drivers seeking parking spaces. A pedestrian mall of
moderate proportions may then become possible, which it is suggested be
tested now on a trial basis.

15. PRIVATE INITIATIVE IS THE ESSENTIAL INGREDIENT FOR HISTORIC PRESERVATION.
The consultants recommend that downtown Juneau embark upon a broad program
of active promotion and reinvestment within the downtown area and especially
in the historic district. Proceeding along lines that have proved success
ful for the 'Main Street' program of the National Trust, private downtown
businessmen, together with interested citizens and government, should
establish a program to improve existing business, seek out new business,
search and lobby sources of improvement money, and generally call attention
to the advantages of downtown that no other area can match. Accordingly,
it is recommended that the private sector initiate such a program, deter
mine its tools and its objectives and establish a permanent staff to
pursue the program. Its importance to Juneau as a whole makes it reason
able that the Juneau government provide partial funding for this operation,
at least during its formative stages.
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Introduction

The very essence of Juneau is its history. The combination of modern
buildings with buildings dating back to the first settlement impresses
every new arrival to Juneau with ,the physical evidence of that history.
The succession of boom and bust, the evolution from prospector shacks
to mining town, to State Capital -- all these can be read on the face of
the City and all of these together form the lasting urban character of
'Juneau. Add to these the historical accident that downtown Juneau has
never had a devastating fire as other major cities have, and it is clear
that the 1980s pose exceptional problems for Juneau, together with
exceptional opportunities to those who are charged with planning Juneau's
future.

Today's generation inhabits the homes and businesses of its parents and
grandparents. This generation must now decide what is valuable and must
be kept, what must be repaired, what must be replaced. Whichever the
choice, it would make a sad future for Juneau to discard the unique city
that years of growth have made comfortable and yamiliar.

With this conviction, the City and Borough Gove'rnment of Juneau has under
taken to explore the possibilities of historic conservation for downtow~

Juneau. The report which follows will discuss. those possibilities. It
will attempt a definition of what Juneau's urban design character is;
Juneau clearly has a very special urban design character, and a lot of that
character is very good indeed. Once Juneau's historic merits are estab
lished, however, the question becomes: h~w to~reservethe best of Juneau.
How does one provide for growth and change in Juneau without destroying
Juneau's personality? What can Juneau do to emphasize its heritage with
out becoming ponderously cute? And inevitably these questions: who writes
the rules for preservation and who pays the costs? It is the purpose of
this study to expand on and to answer those questions;



Analysis of the study Area

The subject of this study, as its title suggests, is the downt~~n area of
greater Juneau and its prospects for historic preservation. T~e study
area established for this analysis extends from Mill Way north~ard to
Sixth Avenue, roughly between Willoughby and Gastineau or Gold Street.
Pr~pert;es farther out toward Nelson Street and the Evergreen Bowl were
also studied in the field for their significance.

The study area arguably composes less than all the historic resources of
Juneau. It was clear from only a cursory viewing that Juneau ~(lS many
historic development opportunities outside the study area, some as close
to downtown as Star Hill, others as far away as Douglas. Withi~ the study
area alone, there exists a wide variety of historic sites, some of them
houses, some religious institutions and yet other commercial a~~ fraternal
buildings. In itself, the wide dispersal of tempting landmarks and the
variety among their uses, forces a decision on how much to attempt at
once in preserving history.

Upon completion of the field study, and with an eye to~ achievi~~ the most
effective preservation, the consultants were persuaded ~hat thE downtown
district should for now be confined to the area which is recommEllded later
in this study. Yet, both to be effective and to provide for tl1e future
protection of other very deserving properties, it is' recommendet that all
preservation legislatipn anticipate future additions to Juneau t> land
~ark list. For example, the area of Star Hill between Fourth a~d Seventh
Strrets displays exceptional justifications for a future residE~tial

lanomark district. Although less homogeneous and more humble i~ scale,
the residential district to the north and east of downtown contains

· individ~al buildings and groupings of buildings that have great merit and
are equally historic. Several of these are already listed on t~e Alaska
Heritage Resource Survey and a few are on the National Register of
Historic Places. Because of their disparities in age, placeme~t, size
and architectural scale, however, these buildings are more appr~priately

protected individually than by a district.

Because these areas mentioned have important buildings, they require
continued attention fromJuneau·s historic preservation program. Moreover,
these residential neighborhoods contain a number of urban design elements
that are important resources for the City of Juneau. Among these urban
design resources one must mention their panoramic views and vistas down
streets or stairways; groups of trees such as r~ountain Ash street pl anti ngs;
and small, harmonious groups of buildings, especially houses. It;s
beyond the scope of this project to analyze or inventory these resources
as other cities have done, however their importance must not be forgotten
in considering future development in Juneau.

In the final analysis, however, it seems more important that Juneau under
take a manageable program of historic preservation and do it well. The
rationale for setting the district boundaries will appear below, although
it is useful to anticipate some of those reasons here. The downtown area
fncludes a high proportion of buildings dating back to the early d'ays of
the Juneau settlement. Because these buildings are compact and their
effect is homogeneous, they are already considered to be an historic
district. Because of their considerable age and structural deterioration
these buildings can also be said to be the most deserving in the study ,
area of preservation investment. And because they are both concentrated
in land area in need of rehabilitation, their rehabilitation will have a
concentrated visual impact which can only help historic preservation
and building together. By not taking on more area than it can administer
or financially assist, Juneau is in a position to accomplish a striking
success in historic preservation, whose skills, once learned and tested,
can be extended to other landmark properties throughout the City and
Borough.
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The Approach
..

In planning, as in any kind of problem solving, the plan relies on a
series of assumptions. In the case of historic preservation, the
assumptions are if anything more complete, ,since the evidence, after
all, is before our eyes.

The Juneau Historic Development Plan attempts to balance a number of
assumptions which are often diverse. All of them,however, show concern
for the future well-being of Juneau's downtown. Since they are the
foundation for the recommendations which follow, the assumptions which
are discussed here both define the problem and foretell the solutions
the Plan proposes.

Successful preservation re'ies on economic confidence. Unless there is
a great deal of money at large - on the scale of the Rockefeller's at
Williamsburg one might say - the success of an historic district relies
on the investment of local governments and small property owners. And
this investment is required not only in the early years but over the
entire life of the district. Reasonably enough, the same can be said of
any other area in a city, except that in historic districts investment is
more heavily weighted toward structural maintenance and stylistic treat
ment. Return on investment is therefore more difficult to calculate than
it might be in new construction. For this reason, governments have made
a special effort to provide measurable inducements to historic'district
property owners, both to preserve the buildings themselves and to
financially su~port the willingness of owners to participate in preser
vation. Owners in historicdistricts inevitably accept some degree of
control over their property in the form of restrictions on demolition,
on the kind of new construction they are allowed, on their freedom to
allow their properties to deteriorate, and on their choice of what is
appropriate renovation. In exchange, a government is obligated to
provide some incentives to comply with these restrictions and the most
successful governments do, by providing tax relief, low cost loans, public
works and a variety of similar programs that indirectly support continued
investment in historic buildingso In Seattle's Pioneer Square, for
example, private investment outspent city government ten to one in
Pioneer Square's early years, largely as a reflection of confidence in

. government support. Federal matching grants for rehabilitation, tax
deferrals for building improvements, and in recent years the benefits
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from the 1976 Federal Tax Act, each created further inducements to invest
in the District. The added inducement of establishing commercial prosperity
where none had existed for years has never been measured, but the increase
in prop~rty values for rehabilitated properties indicates that the city's'
incentive program has been rewarded many times·over. A climate of
confidence is therefore vital to the success of an historic district,
which preservation ordinances and public programs must recognize by
balancing~ so far as is possible, the district's regulatory controls and
its financial incentives to owners •

Downtown Juneau should continue to be the Borough's urban center. To most
Juneau inhabitants, this assumption goes without saying, and yet there is
no reason to assume that Juneau is invulnerable to the tendency to urban
sprawl that started other American cities into decline. All the ingredients
for 'sprawl exist in Juneau just as they do else\'1here: lower land costs,
larger parcels; new roads outside the urban center; higher land costs,
fewer and smaller lots, scattered ownerships and more crowding in the center
itself. So there is an intentional assertiveness to this assumption,
anticipating that there are two possible ways to preserve downtown Juneau
as the Borough's urban center. The first of course is to create the kind
of zoning throughout the Borough that denies developers the chance to
build. cOfTlTlercial space anywhere but in downtown Juneau. The second" is
far more practical, however; which is to make downtown Juneau more
competitive than rival centers. The latter course becomes the essential
premise in this Historic Development Plan. In the end, each element of
the Pl an must be judged on whether it 1eaves downtown Juneau more
economically competitive within the Borough, and within Southeast Alaska,
than it was before.

Downtown Juneau is the critical center of Juneau's historic identity. A
case certainly can and should be made for an historic district considerably
larger than what is proposed in this Plan. Beyond the downtown business
district itself, large areas of residential Juneau are undoubtedly eligible
to be classed historic. Other portions of this' study will refer to the
advisability of surveying areas outside the downtown for historic sites,
possibly establishing a residential historic district and carefully
documenting individual sites, both commercial and residential. But this
Juneau Historic Development Plan proceeds from a different assumption,
which is that a downtown program to promote preservation makes a signifi
cant beginning in encouraging preservation throughout Juneau. What the
downtown achieves in preservation will certainly serve·as an example of
what promise preservation holds for greater Juneau, but that example
must be a good one. Downtown has these great advantages; that it is
densely composed of original buildings, which greatly assists its inclusion
in the National Register of Historic Places as an historic district; that
downtown is compact and intensively used t so that the visual impact of
preservation will be immediately perceived and widely shared; and that



downtown is a commercial district, which makes it possible for public
and private reinvestment to pass its benefits back into Juneau's
economy much more quickly than a residential district can.

Each of these advantages improves preservation1s chances for success, but
it remains to point out that'choosing a small district to begin with has
some further advantages for the government of Juneau. For one thing, the
complexities of administering an historic district are something each .
government must get used to. Once the first flush of enthusiasm is past,
an historic district is largely a matter of reviewing building permits,
designing public works and allocating funding. Who, for example, may
demolish an historic building - for what reasons - with what possible
penalites? Who decides that one building rehabilitation is good and
another bad? What standards apply, who applies them, who suggests alter
natives and where does, an aggrieved party appeal his or her case? Who
pays for public improvements, the City and Borough, or adjacent property
owners? Where does a property owner go for financial assistance when he
or she can1t afford to replace foundation pilings under an historic
property? These and countless other questions have been gotten used to
in every successful historic district in the country, but for a while they
are new questions t~ a government, and constitute a sound argument not to
go too far too fast in creating administrative districts.

Yet another advantage to Juneau of the smaller district is the ability to
spend limited resources so as to have the greatest combined effect. The
resources are public in the case of National Register grants in aid and
in any present or future programs that the City and State might create.
Like so many other programs, funding for preservation (even with tax
shelter syndicates) is beginning to view its limits. What would be
adequate for downtown Juneau will be far from adequate for Juneau as a
whole, so this Plan foresees that preservation programs will progress in
stages from downtown outward as need and capability determine each stage.

Private enthusiasm and initiative are essential ingredients of the di~trict's

success. Historic preservation and historic districts are known to spur
the resurgence of commercial districts, and there is every prospect that
they~ill do the same for downtown Juneau. But the act of placing plaques
on buildings and imposing rigorous controls on buildings from the top
down, is not good preservation by itself. If preserving a district's
buildings - not to mention the businesses in those buildings - is exclusively
an enthusiasm of government, ,preservation will not succeed. For one thing,
government alone will not be able to pay for preservation. For another,
no government should have to; a successful preservation program is a good
climate for business, and past a certain point that business should be
capa~le of supporting preservation on its own. The recommendations which
follow are calculated to enable business to reach that point as soon as
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possible. For that reason, the recommendations for incentives have expanded
into areas that lie beyond preservation: parking development, for example,
and housing programs. And yet, despite this principle, preservation will
expose some occasional hardships and some need to give an early boost to
buildings and business. The incentives to be discussed include some
which promise this kind of early assistance along with others whose effects
will become noticeable over a longer time. All of these will work
effectively only if the private sector clearly conceives that preservation
poses exceptional opportunities to create an image and a common purpose.
By 'private sector', the consultants intend not only the businesses and
owners who might directly profit from a downtown renaissance, but the
wider public in Juneau that will find new reason to shop downtown and the
investors who will find that preservation is a sound investment. This
state of mind will take some cultivating, and it will be seen that the
consultants are relying heavily on a concerted effort by downtown interests
to project an image of confident enthusiasm together with a determination
to see that public incentive programs do in fact get implemented. This
requires some sophisticated goal-setting and an effective organization
to reach those goals, all of which is recommended here.

Downtown Juneau has a unique character over and above its historic
associations. The briefest acquaintance with Juneau is enough to confirm
that Juneau's streets and buildings ~ and their relationship to Juneau1s
natural setting - have a special quality that has little to do with
whether the buildings are historic or not. In planning parlance this
quality is referred to as •townscape I , and in Juneau's case the townscape
itself may have historic reasons for being what it is, even when the
buildings are modern. But the important perception here is that the
visual and psychological effect of downtown Juneau is greater than the
sum of its individual buildings. As this study progresses, the subject
of townscape will be seen to be almost equally as important to preserve
as individual buildings are, and the study has not hesitated to discuss
the present zoning provisions for downtown Juneau, suggesting any modifi
cations that would preserve the best in· Juneau's townscape today. There
are some sound reasons for taking this approach. For one thing, a review
of present zoning follows very naturally on the kind of evaluation that
was first made in determining historic Juneau's character and boundaries.
In that evaluation it is important to define not just the historic merit
of individual buildings but what kinds of urban space the buildings
enclose, how their height relates to street width, what kinds .of views
are important looking out from these spaces, how existing street walls
contribute in drawing pedestrians from one part of downtown to another,
and what practical value these spaces have, such as protection from wind
and rain. Zoning can protect - or can often destroy - the historical
townscape of a place. To the extent that zoning conflicts, zoning can
be modified to preserve that townscape.



In the event that buildings are replaced in the historic district, it is
important to anticipate the need for zoning that both honors the character
of the district and guarantees the property owner a fair return. In
practice, conventional modern zoning encourages tall buildings and street
setbacks while historic district zoning often imposes rigid height limits
and stylistic imitations. Neither approach has permitted historic
districts to grow without bitter disputes. In Juneau's case it will be
important to find a compromise that avoids disputes and quiets the tempta
tion to believe that historic preservation is the enemy of growth and
reinvestment in the urban core. This is not only possible, it has worked
well in various historic areas throughout the world, and these provide
good examples for constructive modifications to Juneau's zoning controls.

(B8(P
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Lastly, there is the planning consideration that many historic districts
have abrupt boundaries, setting the district exclusively apart from its
neighbors. This abruptness occasionally threatens to become a psychological'
barrier that discourages the location of some businesses and the passage
of people from the old town to the new town and back again. It was
stated earlier that economic life is important to an historic district.
In Juneau's case,neither of these devices seems either wise or necessary.
The integrity of Juneau·s townscape ;s already shared between the downtown
as a whole and the proposed district. It includes a relatively small
number of characteristics, for example the use of sidewalk canopies, the
widespread use of stock window openings, the prevalence of two and three
story structures and the location of those structures almost without
exception on the sidewalk building line. These characteristics can be
reflected in new construction - can even be recalled in multi-story
buildings - without imperilling new investment. Appropriate zoning is a
legitimate way to guarantee this.

Preserving downtown Juneau depends on preserving the existing mixture of
uses. Quite obviously, downtown Juneau is destined to grow and change,
so that this ideal is going to have its exceptions. All the same, the

; strength of downtown Juneau lies in the diversity of its businesses and
residences. Not only are they mutually supportive; the variety of goods •
and services here are evidence of Juneau·s personality and population.
It would therefore be unnatural - and probably unwise - to expect to
alter this diversity very much, since by thinning its mixture of uses the
downtown will cease to be the popularly recognized center of Juneau's
activities. What's more, it will cease to be the one place in the region
where 'one can find anything' within a few blocks. Thus, competitive
advantage and concern for the essential Juneau are sound reasons to
treasure the downtown's present diversity. Preserving that diversity can
become a tall order, however, and later sections of this study will
return to the problem of protecting the rent structure of downtown and
providing rehabilitation assistance to owners whose buildings might
otherwise be replaced by more expensive buildings and therefore more
exclusive uses. Protecting diversity bears yet another implication,
having to do with the growing importance of tourism to Juneau's economy.
Cle~rly, Juneau is not Colonial Williamsburg. Equally clearly, too
abrupt a conversion to tourist orientation is going to displace some
locally oriented services in downtown. Carried to extremes, downtown
Juneau would then lose much of its attraction to residents and to outsiders
as well. Its greatest appeal to visitors and tourists is that it
represents, within the space of a few blocks, a cross-section of life in
Juneau and a chance to rub shoulders with Alaskans going about their
daily business. The challenge of historic development, in Juneau as in
other cities, will be to rehabilitate -- and occasionally to replace --
its historic buildings without destroying the life that is the reason
for those buildings.
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Downtown Characteristics
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Historyof Juneau

Beginning long before the white man's appearance., the Juneau country was
settled by the Auke and Taku tribes of the Tlingit-Haida natives. The .
Spanish explorer Don Juan Francisco de la Bodega y Quadra explored the
nearby waterways in 1779 and gave the name of San Carlos to what is today
Douglas Island. In 1794, Captain George Vancouver, the English navigator,
charted the northern portion of Southeast Alaska, giving Douglas Island
the name by which it is now known.

Until its purchase by the United States in' 1867, Alaska was an outpost
of the Russian Empire, and its principal activity was the fur trade.
Juneau and Douglas Island remained little changed until the discovery of
gold-bearing quartz and gravels in the Gold Creek basin during the summer
of 1880. As a result of this discovery, Juneau became the first Alaskan
town to be founded in Alaska after the American purchase. The town itself
bears the name of one of its earliest prospectors and most determined
entrepreneurs, Joe Juneau. An English surveyor, John Gastineau, lent his
name to the town's sole access in the early years, the Gastineau Channel.
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The general position of Front, Seward, Main and Franklin Streets marks
the waterfront of Juneau's early years and is the point where the town
of Juneau actually began. From this precarious landing, the town spread
north and eastward up'the slopes of Star Hill, as land was gradually
cleared.

Numerous other gold strikes were made in the Juneau area following the
1880 discovery, including that of gold-bearing quartz on Douglas Island.
Although none of these produced a stampede on the scale of the earlier
Klondike Gold Rush, many hopeful prospectors and small merchants did
descend on Juneau. It soon became evident that although some gold could
be extracted from' placer deposits, most of the real wealth was locked in
load ores within the mountain itself, which required large investment in
heavy equipment for deep tunneling and processing - an investment far
beyond the means of small adventurers.

Large scale mining activities soon began in Juneau and on Douglas Island,
and by 1893 the area had become the largest mining center in all of Alaska.
By 1895, nearly all of the ground throughout Juneau was patented and was
being worked by mining companies whose deep-lode operations gave employ
ment to one thousand men.

By virture of its vigorous economy and its growing population, Juneau
quickly attracted notice as Alaska's most prosperous city. In 1900,
the newly incorporated mining town became Alaska's territorial capital.
In the early teens of this century, 'several mines and mills were
operating on Douglas Island, at Thane and in Juneau itself. In Juneau,
the Alaska Juneau mine was the largest and longest lived, and the wood
streets and docks of downtown Juneau were gradually filled with rock and
tailings from the Alaska Juneau operation. The town grew steadily with
its mining industry until, in 1944, the wartime manpower shortage together
with the increasing costs of deep-lode mining compelled the last of
Juneau's large mines to close. By that,time, fortunately, Juneau had
become a city whose transportation and governmental activities had
provided it a diversified economy capable of overcoming the shock of
mine closures. Juneau thus escaped the fate of Dawson and other gold
rush camps that had flared briefly and then been extinguished.

Juneau has ever since experienced a steady growth, for which Statehood
and increasing governmental operations are chiefly responsible. In
1880, Juneau's population was a meager 2,100; in 1980 it stands at
20,000 and continues to grow. Despite continued uncertainty about
relocation of the State capital, Juneau continues to be an optimistic
and creative city, wholly committed to its own success.



Downtown Economy

Available data on the economy of downtown Juneau is too incomplete at this
time to attempt any positive analysis or recommendations. Nevertheless,
there are significant inferences to be drawn from what data is available,
and some of these inferences will be discussed here. It should become
obvious as this discussion proceeds that one of the most useful efforts
Juneau can make will be to undertake a detailed economic and marketing
study of the present downtown. From the evidence at hand, such a study
will disclose reasons for concern and for hope - in equal portions - that
downtown will improve itself in the total Juneau economy.

During the last ten years, Juneau has grown from a city of 13,500 to
20,000 people. In the same period, employment grew from 6,500 to 10,500,
whi~h is to say, by a greater percentage than the population as a whole.
As this might indicate, family size has decreased markedly over the
decade.

A review of sales tax receipts since 1971 indicates that sales in the
Juneau Borough have grown from $461 million to $1,700 million in 1980 
nearly four times. Downtown Juneau, although it doubled its dollar sales
over the period, declined in relation to Juneau as a whole from 78% of
the sales in 1971 to 44% of the sales in 1980. This demonstrates that,
despite a 62% increase in wage earners, downtown Juneau received virtually
no benefit from growth during the '70s. What is more, this demonstrates
that downtown Juneau's sales failed to keep up with inflation over the
same period.
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Projections for future growth are usually carefully hedged to account for
future relocation of the Alaska capital. Making the assumption that the
capital will remain in Juneau, the Alaska Electric Light and Power Company
has projected a growth rate in the '80s about equal to that in the '70s,
which means that current population will. again increase 50% by 1990.
However, the utility expects its downtown customers to increase by only
2% per year, while outlying areas will increase by 6 to 10%. The
utility's projections are therefore 'straight-line' projections of current
trends, which lead to very conservative conclusions that are appropriate
for estimating power demands but are not necessarily reliable for compre
hensive planning purposes. Obviously, it is in Juneau's power to control
where growth occurs, which may considerably modify these findings between
now and 1990.

It is relatively simple to discern trends during the 1970s. Juneau grew
explosively;' most of the dollar growth occurred outside Juneau's historical
center; and downtown Juneau failed to capture most of that growth. So
far as trends through the 1980s are concerned, an informed economic
analysis will require additional information. For,example, has commercial
construction in suburban Juneau outrun the growth iri Juneau's population
and housing pattern and will it tend to level o~f? 'Will housing types
change from single family to multi-family because of housing costs, and
if so will this construction occur only outside the downtown area? If
the capital remains in Juneau, will government population really rise
50% or will much of this government growth occur elsewhere? At what
level of growth will major department and grocery store chains expand
into Juneau, and when they do, where will they prefer to locate? Is
downtown Juneau capab1e of attract i ng reg; ona1 shoppers because of its
diversity of services; is this diversity changing; and if so, when will
it reach a point of no return? Is tourism a significant element in the
downtown economy; is it a growing proportion of that economy; and if so,
is it growing faster than the rest of the downtown economy? Answers to
these and other questions will make it easier to assess what special
efforts need to be made for downtown, and how soon, such as parking
improvements and a housing program.

The effect of downtown preservation and rehabilitation will certainly
have the same beneficial effect on the immediate economy that preservation
has afforded elsewhere. So will the incentives for structural and business
preservation that are suggested later. For long range and long lasting
economic health, however, it is the consultants' view that downtown must
continue" to make itself indispensible to Juneau. It will do that if it
continues to offer essential goods and services, and provides them in
sufficient diversity and number to. successfully compete with suburban
centers. The recommendations here are a conscious attempt to guarantee
just that ..
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Topography

Downtown Juneau is enclosed by dramatic land forms. To the north and
east are steept wooded hillsides with rock outcroppings which dominate
the human settlement below. Small t scattered pieces of that settlement
have taken hold on these hillsides, precariously arranged at the heads
of long wooden stairs and sidewalks climbing up from the streets of
Juneau. The hills have crowded Juneau against the shoreline of the
Gastineau Channel, a tidal waterway that was, until, the appearance of
the airplane, the only means of access to the city.

This crowding between hills and water contributed a special intimacy to
Juneau. The original town began along the water's edge t which then lay

. along the line of what is now Front Street. Over the years, sizable areas
of the shoreline have been filled, where once nearly half the present
downtown was wooden docks and buildings on piling. Until recently, this
limited area, together with the Gold Creek valley which lies beyond a
promontory north of downtown, contained the principal buildings of Juneau.

Together, these two features of Juneau - slopes and shoreline - still
present a challenge to Juneau. Along the shore, many buildings still
rest on original wooden pilings, although the adjacent streets and some
tidelands have been banked and filled. The high water table forbids
conventional building construction and basements, while it contributes
to decay of the piling which supports substantial portions of the
proposed historic district.

The hillsides to the east have many times threatened the downtown with
'snow and earth slides, so that portions of the downtown that are free from
tidal water problems are troubled by the need to maintain stout retaining
walls many of them fifteen feet and more in height, against the progres
sive encroachment of unstable earth. A 1972 report entitled 'Geophysical
Hazards' describes the problems of earth and snow slides without specify
ing any particular solutions for them. The uncertainties this leaves has
led the consultants to propose that Juneau seek out solutions and imple
ment as soon as is practical, since the downtown commercial district as
well as historic preservation depends upon it.

Those b~ildings which rely on piling foundations require equally urgent'
solutions. Over the coming years, many will require repair and replace
ment of their present foundations. They will need and merit some assis
tance in doing this if they are significant portions of the historic
district. Many of them are, and later recommendations will describe some
alternative ways in which to assist them.
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Townscape

The strict physical containment of historic Juneau, fixed as it is
between hills and water, and wanting to be as close as possible to the
mine, has imposed a remarkable character on Juneau. It is not too
impetuous an exaggeration to liken Juneau to European towns; alone
among Alaskan cities, Juneau has the same dense and compact arrangement
of small, irregular buildings pressing close to narrow curving streets, .
that European towns have which were forced to grow inside defensive walls
or on hillsides. At the edges of the downtown core this compactness has
begun to dissolve into vacant land and parking lots, but it is clear
from historical records that this was Juneau's character over a wide area,
ranging from the present capital complex south as far as the ferry docks.

And like these European towns, Juneau's urban form has less to do with
romance than it has to do with opportunism and commercial bustle. Leaving
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apart the seamier sides of Juneau's adolescence, there were practical
advantages to Juneau's crowded downtown which the science of urban planning
has· begun to recognize only recently. Juneau began and persists in being
a pedestrian city. Cynics might say that downtown Juneau has everything
it takes to irritate the motorist, but the proper rejoinder to that should
be that downtown Juneau has all the best characteristics of a regional
shopping mall or major urban market, and no one expects to shop by car in
either one of those. And because these characteristics are of immeasurable
value to Juneau's competitive position in the region, these characteristics
deserve special mention here.

The downtown.core, which is the portion recommended to become an historic
district, is predominantly composed of small, irregularly shaped lots.
Because of their size and shape, these properties are best used as small
retail frontages, and the streets in the core area are continuously lined
with small shops, none of which is vacant or unused. Above the street
floor, most of these buildings have residential units or small offices in
spaces which were formerly residential types of construction adding up to
no more than three or four stories in all. Within the core area, virtually
all these buildings directly abut the street property line (and in some •
cases even encroach on the street right-of-way).

This tight massing of buildings forms a strong definition for Juneau's
street network, unlike many modern downtowns, where building plazas and
setbacks have effectively destroyed the sense that the street is a con
tained space or that buildings facing across such streets have any kinship
whatsoever. In Juneau, the street walls not only firmly enclose the
street space, they call immediate attention to the slightest variation in
the street alignments. The curves along Franklin and Front Streets, for
example, are easily anticipated from some distance away by the visible
curve in the street walls.

This characteristic of Juneau's streets invites as much attention to the
shape of the street voids as it does to the individual details of solid
buildings, and many of the recommendations which follow are intended to
strengthen this character. As it happens, the typical width of streets
in downtown Juneau varies between forty and fifty feet, which is precisely
the rule of thumb width that shopping center developers have used in con
structing indoor shopping malls. These developers claim that malls which
are wider than this lose the feeling of direct relationship between store
fronts that encourages shoppers to cross back and forth across the mall.
This may seem to be a subtle consideration, but it appears that the ability
to see window displays and read signs across a street quickly decays
beyond fifty feet and this alienating effect is reflected at the cash
register. Fortunately, Juneau's streets follow the rule, and their general
atmosphere of busy intimacy and confident jaywalking seems to prove the
rule.



Containment of downtown streets. This refers not only to t e
enclosing building walls, but to the fact that curved stree 5

appear shorter and more human in scale than straight street ~===~
going on to the horizon. Even Juneau's straight streets yi ld
contained views of nearby slopes and hills, which is anothe -...------
dimension of containment.

Appropriate building heights. In the core district, these
heights vary between twenty-five and fifty feet, with the
majority being under thirty-five feet. This indicates an
ideal ratio of building height to street width that is an
important ratio to maintain, for reasons of light and air a~
well as architectural scale.

Sidewalk canopies and marquees. Although, strictly speakin~

these are not authentic historical parts of most downtown
buildings, the sidewalk canopies are genuinely practical anc==jll
are perfectly continuous throughout the core district. The ...
visual effect is to reinforce the continuity of the street
walls and to provide a closer and even more protective
containment. These canopies are probably the strongest uni~~ing
element in the core district and in many ways serve to make ~he

storefronts more of an important element than the tops of b~ --ji ldings,
since they are viewed and experienced separately.

Unpretentious architecture. Despite Juneau's strong project.- ~ on of
personality, the buildings which make up the downtown core aL ~e,

with few exceptions, modest in style and construction. Most.- of
these buildings are of wood frame construction, nearly all ~ _., .ploy
stock window sash, most are relatively free of decoration ana ~ most
are of a height which is limited by wood frame constructiona to
two or three stories. In fact, the unique qualities of June --===-u's
streets are created by the consistent repetition of vernacul ~ r
architecture and available technology. Even admitting occas anal
exceptions such as the Gross 20th Century Building, downtowna
Juneau typically has no truly monumental buildings, with th~

result that it remains a remarkably unified townscape ensemb --.- e.

Intimate scale. Several components of this intimacy have already
been mentioned, such as the narrow shop fronts, the continuous
street canopies and the street enclosure that results from curves
and slopes. In addition to these, however, Juneau has an intriguing
diversity of small alleys, stairways and courts that emphasize all
the more that Juneau is a pedestrian settlement. Most of these
have building entrances and even storefronts along them, which is
to say they have a utilitarian purpose. Although one or two of
~hese spaces are said to be troublesome because of upkeep or social
problems, the fact remains they are valuable pedestrian resources
and since they serve a useful pedestrian purpose they are better
developed as amenities than abandoned or replaced. The stairs of
course are necessary to connect retail and residential segments of
downtown and will be greatly enhanced by denser 'residential develop
ment. Alleys and courts offer promising opportunities for additional
storefront activities which will increase foot traffic and encourage
even better maintenance.

Failings. Beside Juneau's many unique advantages, there are some
ways in which the downtown is disappointing. Although there are
relatively few such disappointments, they represent opportunities
to improve the downtown and must be mentioned. One of these is the
disappearance of buildings around the core area which gives a
frayed look to the downtown. Streets that once formed an architec
tural frame for views and offered shelter from wind and rain have
lost their integrity to demolition and incompatible development.
This is particularly apparent at the south end of Franklin and where
Front and Main Streets meet. New construction in these areas should
make every effort to replace the street walls that have been lost.
Here and there within the core area, there are gaps such as the one
at Front and Franklin Street, where there is an opportunity to
provide a sheltered open space that will repair the break in
continuity along the east side of Franklin. Maintenance of buildings
and streets is uneven at present, a problem that modest public and
private improvements can quickly correct. Telephone and power lines,
although these are not an overwhelming offense, have grown into a
visual problem simply because little care has been given to how they
are routed across streets and into the sides of buildings; all of
which can be corrected without much expense by the utilities them
selves.

These comments are merely an abbreviated account of the visual impression
Juneau makes on the visitor to downtown. They reflect an important con
clusion, which is that Juneau's townscape is an appealing one and as
historically important as Juneau's buildings. For that reason it will be
seen that many of the recommendations which follow are an attempt to pre
serve the townscape, setting which gives importance to the buildings them
selves.

subject
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~ern to
--t::::::. to
~re

recomrnen
.., in this
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The comments above begin to introduce a special element into th~

of downtown historic development, which is often termed 'townscaL
Juneau has unique features of townscape that lie outside the cona
preserve individual buildings, and this townscape is as importana
preserve as are individual buildings. To the extent that those
definable, Juneau's townscape features are the basis for several
dations for zoning and construction guidelines which follow 1at~

study. In an attempt to describe them better, the following is
the most obvious townscape elements.
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zoning

Most of the study area lies within Juneau·s C2-J zone, which designates
the ci ty' s Centra lConwnercia 1 D1 stri ct. This zone emphas i zesreta i 1 ,
office, hotel and governmental uses; residences above ground floor
comnercial spaces are permitted; but restaurants, bars, motels and movie
theaters are permitted only~ith conditional use permits. There is no
height limitation and no requirement to provide off-street parking.
There is, however. a requirement that new buildings set back at least
four feet from the property line of adjoining streets. Despite the
comnercia1 zoning. the core area consists of a mixture of uses • ranging
from single family houses to major offices and hotels.

The hi 11 sides that border the downtown on the north and east are in the
RM or Multiple Residence zone, which permits most forms of housing from
single family up through large apartment buildings, as well as small
offices and institutional uses.

The waterfront to the south and west is largely zoned for industrial uses,
although a sizable portion of this area is in fact devoted to a water
front park, public parking areas and a dock for cruise ships.

Within the core area proposed to become the historic district, there is
good reason to cons 1der modi fi ca t ions to the present zon i n9. The
consultants will recofTlTlend specific amendments in later sections of this
study. The objective of which is to preserve the scale of Juneau historic
townscape. Thi s wi 11 requi re deleti ng the present requi rement of a four
foot street setback at least for the first three or four stories of high
bui 1di ngs. In add; t ion, there is a sound argument to prohi bi t certa in
uses outright, such as parkil1g lots -(not parking structures) and permitting
outright some benign economic uses such as restaurants. Finally, and
depending on the housing policy adopted by the Juneau government, it'would:
be' appropriate to provide zoning incentives to provide housing in the
downtown district. The need to encourage housing is also discussed below.



AM : Multi Family Residential
RMM : Medium Density Multi Family Residential
RML: Low Density Multi Family Residential

C3 : General Commercial District
C2J : Central Commercial District

I : Industrial
P : Public
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LaiidUses

The striking feature of Juneau's present downtown land use pattern is the
richness of its mixture. On~ of the following illustrations records the
number of existing buildings housing two or more uses and it will be seen
that most of the downtown core is composed of multiple use buildings.
And of that number, the overwhelming majority are retail or eating and
drinking establishments at street level.

ill 8
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The pattern of continuous and narrow store frontages has been remarked on
as a positive feature of Juneau's townscape - a feature that is one of
the principal attractions of downtown Juneau which it should be Juneau's
objective to preserve. Because of the growing shortage of office space
in Ju~eaut there is a tendency to replace residential units with offices
in th~ downtown core, which adds to the concern for maintaining housing
in the downtown. The housing problem is not helped by the replacement of
hous1~g with commercial and retail uses in the areas adjacent to downtown.
The importance of maintaining or constructing new housing to benefit
downtown business is referred to several times in the recommendations
whict} follow.

The number of ground floor retail establishments, together with their
diversity, tells much about Juneau's downtown economy. It is clear that
this is a reflection of downtown Juneau's historical position as the
region's primary supplier of goods and services. One way of viewing the
importance of a district is whether its customers regularly shop at two
or more businesses 1n the course of a trip. In Juneau's case, this is a
common pattern for the reason that downtown Juneau offers great diversity
of goods and a sufficiently large nymber of them that there is competition
between like businesses in the same limited area. At its best, a business
district allows this kind of shopping within a three or four block area
in order to make the most of pedestrian habits. This is precisely
Juneau's situation, so that preserving its present mix of businesses
represents a useful competitive advantage over regional shopping center,s
where there is less diversity and less competition. If access by bus
or car can be made easy, downtown Juneau's competitive position within
the Borough should continue to be a strong one. And fin~lly, the growing
density of daytime office population, which is typically a pedestrian
population, will continue to be the major impact on downtown's health and
diversity.

There are some categories of uses that downtown noticeably lacks; most
notablY, food and department stores. The people who decide such things,
do not decide to build supermarkets or major department stores except in
large population centers where there is also abundant land with good
transportation. At present, Juneau may be somewhat lower in population
than this kind of marketing requires, but with continued growth such a
marke~ may well develop. Amajor reason to encourage higher housing
densities near downtown is that preserves downtown as an option for such
developers. As the suburban shopping center experience tells us, the
drawing power of department and food stores has a beneficial effect on
sma11 er t surround; ng bus; nesses . Preservi ng th is option shou1d become a
serious concern of Juneau's future planning.
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Traffic Circulation and Parking

The study area is served by an irregular n~twork of narrow streets, most
of which provide for only two lanes of movtng traffic. Most of.these
streets h~ve recently been converted to a one way street system, except
for Marine Way and Main Street, both of which serve as major feeder
arterials along the north and west sides of the downtown core..

Most streets in the downtown core provide parallel parking on one, and
occasionally on two sides. Several streets, however, are too narrow to
permit any parking at all. A number of surface parking lots are distributed
around the edges of the core area, but the majority of these is dedicated
parking, either through long-term leasing or by being accessory parking
for relatively few buildings. In the areas nearest the Capital buildings
and government offices, on-street parking is usually absorbed by govern
ment functions, making the shortage of retail parking especially acute
in that area.

Attention to the parking problem suggests relatively few alternative
solutions. Better public transportation is clearly the beginning of a
solution it would also assist downtown Juneau if the capital campus were
to construct more storage and short-tenn parking toward the north of the
campus in the Willoughby Street area - and to effectively direct people
on government errands to take advantage of it. New parking development
for downtown may be either individual and scattered flat sites. or be
structured parking on relatively few sites. Because the first encourages
random demolition of buildings and the wasteful use of.building lots, the
second choice appears the best and is recommended here. Two general
locations for structured garages are indicated by circles on the illustra
tion of circulation and parking, which is discussed more fully in later
sections of this study.

From a townscape point of view, the most effective gateway to Juneau's
downtown would be to enter Juneau from the north along Front Street. since
the sequence of views from that approach 1s the most favorable to Juneau.
However, it appears impractical to pursue this possibility. since the
traffi~ pattern along Franklin and in the vicinity of the Baranof Hotel
would be seriously disrupted •. Therefore no change to this pattern will
be recollll1ended.

For similar reasons, the establishment of a pedestrian mall on Franklin
or Front Street presents difficulties, although it does appear reasonable
to attempt a pedestrian street along Front Street during off-peek hours.
A reconvnendation to establish short term closures on Front Street ona
trial basis is included later 1n the study.
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Historic Resources

Within the study area there are approximately two hundred bui
nearly half of which were built prior to 1920. About forty b
are seventy-five years old or more. With very few exceptions
the older buildings are of wood frame construction which refl
available materials, building technology and architectural st
the post-Victorian period at the turn of the century. Becaus

. scarcity of materials, and the haste to build in boom time~

possibly the lack of skilled craftsmen in Juneau at that time
detailing of the building fronts is more simplified than what
found in other west coast cities of that time. This 1s espec
noticeable 1n the straightforward carpenter detailing of corn
parapets and the repeated use'of standard sizes of wood doubl
sash. It 1s evident that considerable building trim and feat
been removed or covered,over as a result of repairs or altera
simply "rooderni zatton". .

A considerable number of sites in the study area have been id
as having historical significance. Five structures are liste
National Register of Historic Places. more than fifty structu
1i sted' 1n the Al aska Hert tage Resources Survey. The 1i sted s
include residential. conmercial and religious buildings.

The City/Borough of Juneau currently has two designated histo
districts adjacent to one another in the downtown core. It w
seen in the accompanying illustrations that the two existing
comprise the highest concentration of known historic properti
Juneau and the most important portions of Juneau's downtown s
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Criteria for Designation

In order to establish a recognized historic landmark district in Juneau,
two sets of standards must be met. Under Alaska Statute 29.48.110, a
local commission may establish such a district in consultation with the
State Historic Sites Advisory Committee (Department of Natural Resources).
To paraphrase the statute, such a district must be reasonably compact aRd
contain two or more structures important in state or national history;
these structures may either be listed in the National Register or be
characteristic of the Russian-American, the Territorial or early native
periods.. The district must confonn to the cityi s comprehensive plan.
All these criteria are obviously well satisfied by the Juneau downtown
historic district recommended hereo

'The second set of criteria is that for the National Register of Historic
Places. To paraphrase once again, a district is a geographically definable
area possessing a significant concentration of buildings united by past
-events or united aesthetically by plan or physical development. Such a
district must demonstrate significance in American history, architecture,
archeology or culture; and possess ,integrity of location, design, setting.
materials, workmanship, feeling and association. Moreover, it must
demonstrate an association with historical events or with historical
persons; or embody distinctive style of construction, or the work of a
master or possess high artistic values, or represent a significant and
distinguishable entity whose components Tack individual distinction; or
promi'se to yield infonnation important in prehistory or history. -

The recommended district should therefore find little difficulty in being
listed in the National Register.

listing on the State and National Registers is an important prerequisite
to obtaining the many benefits and incentives described later 1n this
study. It must be pointed out that the Alaska State Historic Preservation
Officer and State Advisory Council are influential actors in creating the
Juneau district, and may even superimpose construction guidelines of their
own if a local proposal is not adequately protective. The recommendations
and guidelines which follow 1n this study are intended to satisfy both
State and national guidelines, and preclude differences of opinion with
either government.
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Proposed District Boundaries
The decision to propose a relatively small area of downtown as an historic
district follows an extensive field investigation of the study area as
well as some adjacent districts. As a result of this investigation, the
present proposal shows some differences from boundaries of the present
dowfltown districts and is much smaller than the study area itself. The
resulting boundary proposal appears on the accompanying map.

South of Ferry Street, the study area contains many properties individually'
worthy of recognition and even of preservation. Nevertheless, this was
not considered sufficient justification to include these properties in an
historic district, since on the whole this area 1s too rundown and too
mixed 1n character to qualify as a district. It would be preferable to
encpurage new development 1n this area along either side of Franklin and
to protect some significant properties, where necessary, by individual
landmark designations.
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Gastineau Avenue was also considered for inclusion, especially because it
has some striking, if deteriorated multiple housing. However, these were
felt to be too few in number, too scattered, and of insufficient merit to
justify ,including all of Gastineau in the district. The topographic

.. separation from downtown is quite emphatic as well, so again it was felt
that new development, especially by housing, would be preferable, in
combination with individual landmark designations where those seem justified.

North of Second Street there are a number of sites of unusual distinction,
notably the Russian Orthodox and Roman Catholic religious establishments.
Anumber of additional isolated properties appear on ~he Alaska Heritage
Resource Survey. A large proportion of this area is nevertheless too non
descript or scattered to compose an historic district of the necessary
integrity. The most significant properties already appear in the National
Register and are therefore adequately protected. The remaining signift
cant properties and groups of buildings deserve immediate attention as
individual sites or groups of buildings, especially the smaller residential
.structures. Finally. it was felt that the area as a whole had too little
density of landmark properties to be included in the district and indeed
would detract from the downtown district's ability to meet historic district
criteria of density and integrity;f included. Since this area is an
important land resource for downtown expansion and can be developed with
architecturally compatible buildings, it was concluded that this area ·
should not be included in the district.

Farther north along the hill between downtown Juneau and Evergreen Bowl,
as well as to the east. there is an important residential neighborhood
having several recognized landmarks together with a network of streets
and views which is a significant urban resource for the city of Juneau.
It is reconmended that thought be given to establishing a landmark distri'ct
for the majority of this district in the near future.

The governmental area, with the exception of the State Capitol, lack~ the
consistency and architectural hanmony 1t would require to be included in
the hi storie di strict.· The same may be said for the area to the west of
the district boundaries recommended here.

It should be especially noted that the recommended district boundaries
shown on the accompanying map are drawn to include both sides of perimeter
streets. The intended purpose of this boundary is to assure that develop
ment adjacent to the district is both encouraged to happen and to conform
with essential standards for the districto These standards are detailed
in the recommended guidelines later in this studye In keeping with
concern for commercial as well as historic integrity, the preservation of
retail frontages on both sides of these streets .is important. Moreover,
new construction will be encouraged to further enclose the downtown
streets whose integrity has become broken by vacant lots or insensitive
developmento /



Rationale for the District

In establ ishing the boundarie's recoJm1ended here, thought was given
equally to the historic integrity, conmercial function and administra
tive complexities of the district.

The hi stor; c i ntegri ty of the proposed di strict 1s not only vi sua11 y
apparent<, it can be documented through early maps and assessor' s recorts.
There are thirty-four buildings in this district, nearly all of which
were bu i 1t before 1920, and the major; ty of these were in place be -f'ore
1904. Individual buildings within' the Juneau downtown core were assessed
in a visual survey contained in the appendix to this study, which led 4to
the choice of boundaries recommended here.

The proposed district represents the greater portion of the or1gina 1
Juneau settlement, and due in part to the fact that the downtown sufFered
no major fire, these buildings remain a compact assembly of pioneer
structures which still house the principal retail functions of Juneau.
The continuous architecture of the street frontages and the street pa ttErn
itself reflect the pedestrian origins of Juneau's growth, along the
natural shQrel ine that today has remained the Front and Frankl in Stree t
alignments. The resulting street pattern is excellent from an urban
design standpoint, providing a feeling of enclosure to the district thr~~gh

its curving streets and in the uphill street grades which lead outward
from the original beachhead. This characteristic enclosure of Juneau' s
narrow· streets in part recalls - and in part provides psychological relief
from - the overwhelming presence of the steep hillsides and the water that
hem th.e ci ty in.

The pioneer buildings that line these streets are uniformly modest in
scale, and exemplify the vernacular, post-Victorian style of the day, as
well as the limited materials and technology available to the rapidly
growing town. The narrow and irregular building sites are clear remi .,~ers

of the crowded beach front communi ty t and both the modest means and. grEat
hopes of merchants and entrepreneurs who ventured onto the front i er i ....
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those times.' later remodeling has obscured or removed some of the
architectural interest of the original buildings, although their struc
ture has changed very little. Street regrading and random filling have
claimed most of the former tideflats on the water side of Franklin and
Front Streets, although most of the buildings there retain their original
wood piling foundations. Thus the antiquity of the proposed district 1s
everywhere apparent, despite various alterations over the years, and
there is a consistency to its architecture and scale that lends a distinct
identity to the district within the remainder of the downtown area.

From Ferry Way to Front Street, the bu1ldin~s to the west are generally
0"8 or two stories high, while the eastern (or hill) side has many three
and four story buildings. Most of the buildings along the district streets
ar. of wood frame and glazed with a regular pattern of large double hung
windows of standard sizes. The street floors are uniformly occupied by
re~.il and commercial uses, and continuously sheltered with sidewalk
canopies against the weather. Although not original to the buildings,
marquees have an undoubted practical value and contribute a strong .
ar~hitectura1 consistency to the streets which is most important to their
pe~estrian ambience.

The recommended size for the downtown district is intended to make the
most of the unity and compactness of its historic buildings. Because
these buildings are the traditional downtown center of Juneau, there are
sound economic reasons to make them the focus of a determined landmarks
program in Juneau. Their compactness promises that any rehabilitation
efforts will have a concentrated effect on public perception and on the
success of the retail uses in those buildings. The same holds true for
the effects of public improvements within the district, which can have a
prpminent impact with lower costs. And finally, because these are
commercial buildings as distinct from residences, the success of the
district will in part be an economic one that will allow many of the
district's profits to be reinvested in building-improvements.

The consultants have recommended that the downtown district be just the
first step in a broad landmarks program throughout Juneau, which could
well involve an additional landmark district in the residential neighbor
hood, the designation of numerous individual landmarks and the possible
exp.nslon of the downtown district which is recommended here. Nevertheless,
a 'potent landmarks preservation program 1s a complex responsibility for a
municipal government, and the care of thirty-four buildings 1n the recom
me"ded district will consume considerable time and thought. As succeeding
sections of this report will show, there are complexities 1n legislation
and choices to be made among incentives that should fully occupy Juneau's
at~ention for the next few years. Once Juneau has made its mark in the
downtown district, there are ample opportunities to use its preservation
sk111s outside ~he downtown in areas that richly merit preservation.
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Recommendations for Action

The following sequence of actions is a summary of recommendations that
have been made in various sections of the Downtown Juneau Historic
District Development Plan. Although the sequence listed may be altered

. to a degree, it is important to recognize that certification of the
district, the Juneau Landmarks Ordinance and the construction guidelines
is a necessary first step before benefits and public funding can be
obtained. The simultaneous efforts of both the public and private
sectors is considered to be absolute~y necessary to achieve the best
results. A brief comment is included for each step.
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The Landmarks Program
.,

Establish the Juneau Landmarks Program, which includes the following
steps:

A. Adopt a Landmarks Ordinance (see Section V).
B. Designate the downtown Historic District.
C. Establish the Juneau Landmarks Commis~ion.

D. Commence documentation of District buildings.
E. Apply for District listing on Alaska and National Registers.
F.' Adopt construction guidelines for the District (see Section VI).
G. Amend zoning and building ordinances (see Sections V&VII).
H. Provide staff assistance for District manager (see Section VII).

Comment: District preservation presupposes an enabling legislative program.
The Commission's first responsibilities should be to supervise documentation
for National Register certification (in order to obtain the tax and grant
benefits from State and federal governments) and to develop construction.
guidelines for the District at the earliest possible date.

Private Improvementsand Initiatives

A. Organize a development associati on of local merchants, property owners,
business people, city officials and civic groups.

B. Familiarize the association with the District regulations and benefits,
especially in the context of the National Trust's 'Main Street Program'
(see Appendix D). '

C. Employ the District Manager, preferably an experienced business person,
active or retired, with management and organizational skills.

D. Commence a paint-up, fix-up program.



E. Begin promoting the District through advertising and special events.

F. Begin recruiting a desirable mix of stores, services and professionals
into the Di~trict.

G. Continuously promote t~e adoption of governme~t incentives and public
improvements.for preservation (see Section VII).

H. IQitiate an infonmational plaque program.

I. Review walking tour itinerary in terms of plaque program.

J. Seek public gifts for art and District improvements.

~
~~
F~ ~~ ( f~ 5tu1t \ 160B
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Comment: Private commitment and concerted private action is preservation's
best hope. The National Trust's 'Main Street Program' is one of the
better ways to comprehend the need for consensus and for a precise agenda
for business improvements. The District Manager (or project manager) is
seen to be the necessary full-time coordinator for this agenda, and it
is felt that a capable and experienced business person will best gain the
business community's confidence so long as the Manager is finmly committed
to preservation. Once again, it should be stressed that the best Juneau
i""ge is that of Juneau at work, not the image of a vanished past, as
Colonial Williamsburg does. Downtown consensus and private improvements
should come together around this principle.

PUPlic Programs and Improvements

A. Develop private incentive programs (see Section VII), including, but
not necessarily limited to,

1. Structural repair loan program.
2. Standards for local tax relief.
3. Standards for preservation easements.
4. Standards for development rights transfers.

B. Initiate Public Development programs (see Section VII), including,
but not necessarily limited to,

1. Parking development; locate-and build garages.
2. Housing support program; zoning and financial incentives.
3. Develop mini-park at Front and South Franklin.
4. Improve the City Hall open space (Shattuck Way).
5. 5011 stabilization along Gastineau Avenue.
p. Sidewalk replacement program.
7. Improve street cleanup and maintenance.
8. Street lighting.
9. Utility wire re-organization or undergrounding.
10. Front Street pedestrian mall. trial demonstration project.

Comment: A number of these programs relate exclusively to preservation
and should be phased in to respond to the need and cooperation of the
private sector. Dther programs - for example, parking, housing, soil
stabilization, and even utility modifications - the City/Borough should
consider on behalf of downtown, whether or not it is an historic district.
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Recommendations for Preservation legislation
It was mentioned earlier in this report that some legislative actions
are appropriate to assist preservation initiatives in Juneau generally.
and specif1callyto assist the downtown historic district. legislation'
relating to funding programs and capital improvements 1s specific to
whichever programs are chosen and will be discussed in connection with
benefits and incentives later in this Study. But two areas in par
ticular relate to Juneau's use of its police powers in the area of
historic preservation and zoning, and these will be discussed here.

Three proposals will be made, the first being to create an historic
preservation program in the City and Borough of Juneau through adoption
of a Juneau Landmarks Preservation Ordinance. An outline for such an
Ordinance, together with a discussion of its significant parts, is
presented first.

The second proposal is to make appropriate amendments to the Juneau
Zoning Ordinance to assure that the Ordinance does not conflict with
historic district guidelines in the downtown district. This proposal
is more detailed and follows logically from the discussion of the
landmarks Ordinance.



Juneau Landmarks Preservation Ordinance
Juneau has an inviting opportunity with its downtown historic district
to create a legislative ~nd administrative system that guarantees
uniform treatment to all owners of landmark property, present and
future. This Study has found significant justification to designate
additional landmark sites - possibly an additional district - outside
the area contained in downtown Juneau. It is important, therefore, to
anticipate Juneau's future efforts to preserve historic properties and
to draw legislation that will be seen to be fair and systematic in its
manner of designating and administ~ring historic sites.

Landmarks preservation ordinances have two identifiable procedures:
the first procedure officially designates the landmark, the second
protects it. Essentially, the first 1S a legislative action, the second
an administrative one. Landmarks ordinances therefore commonly state a
legislative purpose, defin~ and limit the roles of various parties,
establish procedures fo~ designation of properties and procedures for
the administration of landmarks,·generally in that order.

The procedural steps in the Landmarks Ordinance are a matter for
spe~ial tailoring by Juneau's Assembly and Attorney. The consultants
will attempt here to provide a complete procedural outline of a model
landmarks ordinance. No recommendation can properly be made to adopt
the outline as is or to delete certain portions. Juneau knows Juneau
best, and it may well be that Juneau will decide to describe the
actors' powers differently than they are described above. If that
should be done, what follows below will obviously change. Every effort
is made in this outline, however, to hold special staffing to a
minimum, and to hold the time for decision-making within reasonable
bour:-ds.

With- these concerns in mind, what follows 1s a proposal for a Juneau
Landmarks Ordinance, in outline form only, that addresses the principal
items that landmarks legislation should include.

Contents of the Ordinance
I. . Legi slat i ve Purpose and Dec 1arat ion of Po1icy

II. Definitions of Terms and Parties
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III. Juneau Landmarks Commission

1)' Membership, Terms of Office
2) Duties and Responsibilities
3) Staffi~g I

IV. Designation of Properties

A. Criteria for Designation

B. Nomination Procedure

C. Designation Procedure

D. Controls on Property

E. Benefits

F. Assembly Action; Ordinance of Designation; District
Classifications of Significance

y. Modifications to Designated Properties

A. Guidelines for ~bdlfications to Properties

B. Building Permit Procedure

I Discussion of theLandmarks Ordinance
Because the actual drafting of the Landmarks Ordinance is a matter for
4eliberatlon between the Juneau Assembly and City Attorney, the
sections which follow are more discursive than prescriptive. They are
based on experience with government preservation programs elsewhere in
~he country and, to a more limited degree, with the current state of
preservation law. Two ordinances now in force in the Seattle area are
reproduced in the Appendix as an illustration of different approaches
lo 1andmark contro1• The purpose of what follows here 'i s to recommend
principles to be followed both in drafting a Juneau Landmarks Ordinance
and in administering a preservation program. In the order of the
Contents of the Ordinance, the following comments are important.

J. Legislative Purpose

Generally speaking, this section establishes the justification for
initiating a landmarks program under the police power, showing in what
way the public welfare is to be served. As it relates to preservation



in Juneau, the following purposes of the Ordinance should be
articulated:

1) The purpos~s of this ordinance are (1) to designate, preserve,
protect, enhance and perpetuate those sites, improvements and
objects which reflect significant elements of Juneau's cultur
al, aesthetic, social, economic, political, architectural,
engineering, historic or other heritage, consistent with the
established long-term goals and policies of Juneau; (2) to
foster civic pride in the beauty and accomplishments of the
past; (3) to stabilize or imptove the aesthetic and economic
vitality and values of such sites, improvements and objects;
(4) to protect and enhance Juneau's attraction to tourists and
visitors; (5) to promote the use of outstanding sites,
improvements and objects for the education, stimulation and
welfare of the people of Juneau; and (6) to promote and
encourage continued private ownership and use of such sites,
}rnprovements and objects now so owned and used, to the extent
that the objectives listed above can be attained under such a
po1icy.

I I . Det init ions

In this section, al'· agencies, parties and terms used 1n the Ordinance
are listed and defined, together with the authority or standing of the
parties listed.

III. Juneau Landmarks Commission

This recommendation contemplates an appointed Commission, having a
blend of interests and expertise and charged to advise the Assembly on
landmark designations and to review proposed modifications to land
marks. Normally, such Commissions reserve a position for an historian,
an architect or engineer, a property owner and a person with expertise
in real estate. Additional at-large positions are also reserved. All
positions serve staggered terms of office. This section, then, creates
the Commission; stipulates its membership and terms of off1ce;defines
its powers and responsibilities; and may also establish the staffing
level for the Commission.

The question of staffing for the Commission can become a vexing one, if
for no other reason than that government programs usually spend just as
much money as they are given. Possibly a majority of cities have begun
their preservation programs with a city preservation officer and an
administrative staff, while other cities have successfully-relied on
enthusiastic volunteers and a minimum of city funded staff. Each has
its advantages. and it is useful to mention what they are.
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The volunteer system (volunteers include the Commission itself) places
great reliance on the public to generate enthusia~m for preservation.
It 1s also reassuring to private owners, who may be uncertain of the
effects of designation, that the people whb are making preservation
decisions are recognizably citizens lik~ themselves. In the early
stages of a preservation program it is extremely important to involve
volunteers and the public in this way, while the general tone of an
historic preservation program is being establ ished. As the program
becomes established, however 9 the work to be done becomes more routine
and it is not uncommon to find volunteer enthusiasm waning somewhat, so
that the volunteer principle should not be relied on as a perpetual
solution.

A strong staff, on the other hand. offers more continuity to a program
and can read; 1y accept the rout ine that hi storie preservat ion becomes.
If there ;s little public understanding or an initial lack of volunteer
energy, a good staff can be invaluable in generating enthusiasm. Most
important, probably, is that preservation sooner or later demands some
technical skills, either 1n a knowledge of historic styles and arche
ology, or in the procedures of dealing with Nat;onal Register applica
t 10n$ and government programs.. It is best to accumul ate these sk i 1.1 s
1n a continuous staff rather than a succession of volunteers serving
staggered tenms of office.

On balance, it is recommended that the Juneau Ordinance provide
initially for a strong Commission and a·part time City staff., in the
hope that a strong public support system can be established. As need
demands, the staff may be increased later, but it often happens that a
dominant staff can have a chilling effect on volunteers and it would be
best at the beginning to avoid any such risks.

IV. Designation of Properties

A. Criterja for Designation

The Juneau landmarks Ordinance must make clear what its standards
are for declaring districts or properties to be historic land
marks. In part, of course, these standards are for the guidance
of Juneau decision makers asked to determine the future of a
Juneau property and to assure that each such property is con
sidered on the same basis as every other property.

There 1s a fOOre ~ompel1 lng reason, however t. to choose aemanding
standards and that is the need to qualify Juneau landmarks for
recognition by the National Register of Historic Places. Because
inclusion on the Register is a prerequisite for federal tax
incentives and for grants-in-aid, it is important to the success



of -Juneau's preservation program to qualify its private property
owners for these financial benefits in every way it can. For that
reason, the consultants recommend the literal inclusion of the
National Register Criteria for Evaluation of Historic landmarks as'
the governing criteria of the Juneau landmarks Ordinance.

The National Register Criteria are as follows:

'The quality of signific~nce in American history, archttecture 9

archeology, and culture is present in districts, sites, buildings,
structures, and objects that possess integrity of location,
design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling and associatipn,
-and: .

A. that are associated ·with events that have made a significant
contribution to the broad patterns of our history; or

B. that are associated with the lives of persons significant in
our past; or

C. that embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period,
or method of construction, or that represent the work of a
~aster, or that possess high artistic values, or that repre
sent a significant and distinguishable entity whose components
may lack individual distinction; or

D. that\have yielded, or may be likely to yield, information
important in prehistory or history.

'Ordinarily ~emeteries, birthplaces, or graves of historical
figures, properties owned by religious institutions or used for
religious purposes, structures that have been moved from their
original locations, reconstructed historic buildings, properties
primarily commemorative in nature, and properties that have
achieved significance within the past 50 years shall not be
considefed eligible for the National Register. However,
such properties will qualify if they are integral parts of
districts that do meet the criteria or if they fall within the
following categories:

A. a religious property deriving primary- significance from
architectural or artistic distinction or historical

. importance; or
B. a building or structure removed from its original location but

. which is significant primarily for architectural value, or
which is the surviving structure most importantly associated
with a historic person or event; or

C. a birthplace or grave of a historical figure of outstanding
importance if there is no other appropriate site or building
directly associated with his productive life; or
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Q. a cemetery that derives its primary significance from graves
of persons of transcendent importance, from age, from distinc
tive design features, or from association with historic
events; or

E. a recon~tructed building when accurately executed in a
suitable environment and presented in a dignified manner as
part of a restoration master plan, and. when no other building
or structure with the same association has survived; or

F. ·a property primarily commemorative in intent if design, age,
tradition. or symbolic value has' invested it with its own
historical significance; or

G. a property achieving significance within the past 50 years if
it is of exceptional importance.'

8. Nomination Procedure

Nomination is the first of several procedural steps leading to an
ordinance which formally designates a property as an historic
lan.dmark. Because designation 1s a government action affecting
rea1 property, as zon ing does, the procedures are somewhat
ffenanding. At the very least, they should include notice to
plrties, an opportunity to cOJllllent in person or in writing, a
public meeting and a decision with written findings which support

- ~he decision. The purpose for separate decision on nomination is
to limit the initial determination strictly to whether or not a
proposed designation meets the landmarks Criteria, and if so,
whether to proceed with formal designation. If a property is
considered eligible at the nomination level, more detailed
investigation and proposals for controls over all or portions of
the property can then begin. In effect the nomination procedure'5 a first screening to establish whether or not further work and
b_arings are justified.

C. Designation Procedure

If a property is accepted for nomination, the designation process
tu.tomatically begins. Normally, this process includes a detailed
j~stiffcat1on for designation, involving some research and
analysis of a property's landmark qualities. Ideally, this
justification is in the form of a written report, written or
~pproved by the Commission and available to all parties a
reasonable time before a public hearing. In an attempt to speed
the process, this recommendation adds that there also be a draft
ordinance of designation drawn, which cites the property·s
landmark merits and lists what specific controls are appropriate
on future modifications Qr demolition. As 1n the nomination
process, designation procedures require public notice, a public



hearing and a decision that includes formal findings on landmark
merit, sets out the appropriate controls and any appropriate
incentives that would assist an owner to comply with the
controls.

It occasionally happens that the issue of economic hardship is
raised at this point in the process, the assertion being that a
property is devalued to some degree by being designated a
landmark. This can become an involved question and takes
considerable time in argument at this stage of designation. The
argument itself conceivably has some merit; however it is
virtually impossible to assess the kind or degree of a
hypothetical hardship at this point in a preservation project, and
for that reason the question of economic effects is put off to a
full investigation at the time a building is proposed to be
modified or demolished. It is important to recognize this
distinction in the face of economic arguments. The Juneau
Ordinance proposed here ideally creates two distinct procedures,
the first being to discover whether a site has landmark qualities,
and if so, to des i gn ate the property a 1andmark 'and impose the
most general kind of controls. The second procedure commences
when an owner proposes to modify a landmark in some way, at which
point the extent to which preservation guidelines are an economic
problem can be measured and resolved. It is important when that
time comes, to remember that the City/Borough can do much to
preserve a building and still reliev~ a proven hardship. loans,
subsidies, pubiic works, zoning concessions and the like all
contribute to making a landmark more productive economically than
the building would be if it were not a landmark.

Controls and economic benefits are separately discussed below.
From that discussion it· should be evident that the designation
procedure should result in an ordinance that clearly specifies
that controls will be applied and that the owner 1s simultaneously
made eligible for economic benefits.

D. Controls on Designated Properties

The Alaska Historic Preservation Act provides that the Governor
may designate and control an historic s1te only with the consent
of the owner, when such a site is in private ownership. Quite
recently, this also became the law governing the U.S. Department
of Interior's National Register of Historic Sites. This has
created the paradoxical situation that Alaska and the federal
government may recognize a property to b~ deserving of preserva
tion but have little ability themselves to prevent its destruction
or damage from inappropriate alterations.
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In the case of a local jurisdiction such as Juneau, however, there
is no apparent reason that a Landmarks Ordinance may not empower a
city or borough to designate landmarks without an owner's consent,
and, within reasonable bounds, to establish controls on what may
be done with those properties. Indeed~ Alaska law specifically
creates the power in local governments to regulate properties I. '

• • to provide for the preservation, maintenance and protection
of historic sites, buildings and IOOnuments D (Sec. 29.48.035(a)14,
Alaska Statutes}. Moreoever. it may reasonably be held that State
and federal laws are consciously intended to reserve this kind of
power for local jurisdictions, they being the most familiar with
their needs and having the responsibility of local enforcement.

This recommendation relies on the view' that Juneau has the
undisputed authority to designate and control properties as it
sees appropriate. Having done so, the only significant questions
that remain are whether a property was truly historic and whether
the controls are reasonableo The first question must have been
satisfactorily answered through the nomination and designation
procedures. The controls themselves are seen to be reasonable if
they preserve a reasonable economic use to the owner and if they
are fairly and evenly applied to all landmark properties.

Accordingly, it is recommended here that certain controls be
clearly set forth in the Juneau landmarks Ordinance that apply
generally to all landmark properties, but reserving the ability to
make these controls more specific to an individual property in the
ordinance which designated that property, or made more specific
for special landmark districts by administrative rule. In order
to make these controls clear and ~roadly applicable, 1t would be
proper to state them 1n the Ordinance and to use the standards of
the U.S. Secretary ,of Interior for preservation projects. The
reasons to use the Secretary's standards are that they are well
tested. they are general rather than specific and they are widely
recognlze~. The reasons to include them in the Juneau Ordinance,
r ather than 1eave them to be deri ved on a case by case basi s, are
equally compelling and should be listed.

First, the Juneau Landmarks Ordinance must set high standards for
construction on its landmark sites in order to qualify for certi
fication by the State of Alaska and the federal government. The
ultimate judge of Juneau's ability to protect its landmarks will
be the Secretary of Interior through the Heritage and Conservation
Service, Which certifies the eligibility of properties for the
National Register and which monitors changes and improvements to
Register properties. Improper care for those properties threatens



their eligibility for federal tax benefits and for grants-in-aid.
In the case of an historic district,. a city's inability to protect
the integrity of such districts might result in a lowered priority
for all the properties in the district for preservation grants.
It can fairly be said that the State of Alaska will apply the same
standards in administering its own preservation incentive
programs.

Second, by stating its standards, June4u makes visible to property
owners what controls Juneau intends to negotiate. Predictability
is felt to be important to good faith negotiations on government's
part and to earn the necessary support of the private sector.
Among other advantages, the controls listed in the Ordinance
represent the maximum the government will require as well as some
of the minimum conditions an owner must meet if he is 'to become
eligible for benefits.

Third, the Ordinance is the place to make clear to future admin
istrators what their preservation powers and responsibilities are,
and to forestall arbitrary or capricious actions either by govern
ment agencies negotiating controls or agencies conferring special
benef~ts on historic properties. Uniform treatment of all property
owners should be a major purpose of the Ordinance, which these
proposed controls are meant to guarantee.

Fourth, the list of controls makes it clear what matters are
important to the district as a whole (e.g., canopies and setbacks)
as distinct from those that are specific to a particular building
in a district (e.g., color and materials). The overall effect of
district controls is usually more important to a district than
occasional errors or exceptions by single buildings, so it is
important to the long life of a district that the Ordinance make
the distinction between serious and minor offenses against
historic preservation.

For these reasons, it is advisable that Juneau adopt, as an
integral part of its Landmarks Ordinance, the Secretary of
Interior's Standards for Historic Preservation Projects. The
Secretary's Standards, as usually published, are in three parts.
composed of General Standards, Specific Standards and Guidelines
for Applying the Standards.

The consultants recommend that the Juneau Landmarks Ordinance
reproduce only the Secretary's General Standards, which for
convenience are listed below. However, it is important to
remem~er that the Department of Interior and its agent, the Alaska
State Historic Preservation Officer, will judge projects on a more
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detailed set of standards for which Juneau is somewhat respon
sible. Therefore, itis an essential part of this recommendation
that the Juneau Ordinance also establish a requirement that within
one year of passage of the Ordinance the City and Borough staff,
together with the Historical Commission formulate written stan
d.rds for alterations and new construction on landmark properties.
These can be promulgated by administrative rule. The standards
Cln and should take special account of unique features of Juneau's
hfstorical style and location, but it is important that, once
written, these Juneau standards be forwarded to the Alaska State
Preservation Office for comment and certification as being in
co"formance with the Secretary of Interior's Standards for
H.storic Preservation Projects. Suggestions for these standards
are given in more detail later in this study.

The Secretary of the Interior's General Standards for Historic
Preservation Projects are as follows:

'The following general standards apply to all treatments
un~ertaken on historic properties listed in the National Register
(~end to say 'properties designated a Juneau landmark Sites').

1. 'Every reasonable effort shall be made to provide a 'compatible
use for a property that requires minimal alteration of the
building structure, or site and its environment, or to use a
property for its originally intended purpose.

2. The distinguishing original qualities or character of a
building, structure, or site and its environment shall not be
destroyed. The removal or alteration of any historic material
or distinctive architectural features should be avoided when
possible.

3. All bu1ldlngs, structures, and sites shall be 'recognized as
products of their own time. Alterations which have no
historical basis and which seek to create an earlier
appearance shall be discouraged.

4. Changes which may have taken place in the course of time are
evidence of the history and development of abuilding,
structure, or site and its environment. These changes may
have acquired significance in their own right, and this
significance shall be recognized and respected.

5. Distinctive stylistic features or examples of skilled
craftsmanship which characteriz,e a building, structure, or
site, shall be treated with sensitivity.



6. Deteriorated architectural features shall be repaired rather
than replaced, wherever possible. In the event replacement is
necessary, the new material should match the material being
replaced in composition, design. C010f, texture, and ~ther

visual qualities. Repair or replacement of missing archi
tectural features should be based on accurate duplications of
features, substantiated by historical, physical, or pictorial
evidence rather than on conjectural designs or the avail
ability of different architectural elements from other
buildings or structures.

7. The surface cleaning of structures shall be undertaken with
the gentlest means possible. Sandblasting and other cleaning
methods that will damage the historic building materials shall
not be undertaken.

8. Every reasonable effort shall be made to protect and preserve
archeological resources affected by, or adjacent to, any
acquisition, protection, stabilization, preservation, reha
bilitation, restoration, or reconstruction project.'

E. Benefits and Incentives

In the discussion thus far. two general principles have emerged
regarding benefits to landmark owners. The first 1s that
governments have the power and the interest to be supportive to
historic ~reservation, which shows in existing tax and grant
programs as well as in express authority to create new preser
vation incentives at the local government level. A local

. government which undertakes a preservation program wants that
program to succeed. Incentives to owners are necessary to
guarantee that success as well as necessary to demonstrate that

• the government is prepared to award the owner some benefit in
exchange for a greater degree of control over his property.

. The second principle is that a landmark owner 1s in fact sub
stantially benefited by owning a landmark property, which in turn
justifies the public's 'interest in how that property is treated.
There are strong inducements for an owner of a landmark property
to consent to designation and to special controls on his property,
especially when that owner has property in an historic district.
It is worthwhile to list just a few of these inducements, since

. the recommendations here rely on owners seeing the advantages to
voluntary compliance with special controls. Some of these are:

Eligibility for federal tax incentives. The Investment Tax"
Credit (IrC) for certified historic structures is'25%. a
substantial incentive. Money spent to rehabilitate such
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buildings, however,'must be spent on rehabilitation that 1s
certified by the Department of Interior to be appropriate to
the building. This, in effect, represents an owner's con
currence that there are controls on the building and bears the
further implication that the building will not be demolished.

E11g1blity for federal and State preservation grants-in-aid.
These programs. too. are founded on an owner's readiness to
follow Department of Interior guidelines and require cer
tification by the Department for any portion of the grant
employing federal funds. State programs, such as the
Historical District Revolving Loan Funds, are available only
with the prior approval of a local authority and the State's
Historic Sites Advisory Committee. Both of these presumably
act with clear guidelines and the intention to protect
historic properties, which in turn involves an owner in an
agreement to accept some degree of restriction.

Local relief from taxes on real property. This power is
possibly most supportive of preservation and, equally
possibly. the most reliable source of funding for individual
property owners. The local authority, in exchange for relief,
can impose any long or short term cond; t ions it may feel
appropriate to achieve preservation. The success of any such
program obviously relies on the ability to balance benefits to
the public against benefits to the property owner, both in
what controls are imposed and the degree and term of tax
relief.

Locally funded loans and improvements. Once again, the local
authority (in this case the City and Borough of Juneau) can
award priority for right-of-way improvements and parks in
exchange for some guarantee that a building will be preserved
or that several buildings in a district wi 11 accept control s
when they are benefited by the improvement. The same holds·
true for locally administered loan funds, including revolving
loan funds, which can and should be conditioned on a
willingness to meet preservation standards.

local relief from Building Code restrictions. As empowered by
State law, Juneau is able to grant substantial relief from
building regulations that otherwise might force very expensive
alterations to a building or in a worst case, compel the
outright closure of a'building. Here as elsewhere, the local
government may define the purpose of such relief as serving a
preservation objective; and go on to define what is acceptable
preservation and what is not; all consistent with State law.



From these few examples, it should be apparent that Juneau has
considerable ability to persuade the owner of a designated
building that controls are reasonable, necessary and beneficial to
the owner. As it affects the designation process itself, it is
important that the Juneau Landmarks Ordinance state'that the owner
of a designated property is eligible for appropriate incentives
and'benefits as a consideration for preservation controls. What
is appropriate may vary from site to site, d~pending on the
relative significance of a specific site, the degree of control
imposed or the property's actual importance to an historic
district. The variety of incentives available to landmark owners
is considerable and can be added to substantially at the
City/Borough's discretion. Since incentives and benefits will be
discussed later in IOOre detail, they will not be related here.
But it is important to note that some benefits automatically flow
to designated properties and others are optional, so that the
actual incentive listed for a particular property can be tailored
to the needs of the prQperty in individual cases or directed
toward the more significant properties within a district. In a
district, the properties that contribute least to its'historic
integrity undoubtedly derive some benefits from public works, for
example, but may not be made eligible for preservation loans or
tax re1i ef . In such cases, it is clear1y appropr i ate to impose
less stringent controls, and this should be reflected in the
actual ordinance of designation itself as well as the construction
guidelines.

F. Ordinance of Designation

The designation of individual sites and of historic districts is a
matter for local ordinance in each case. The designation pro
cedures up until this point have been designed to preserve the
Juneau Assembly from long and complex deliberations at the time
each draft ordinance comes before the Assembly. For example, the
Assembly is free to take the expert recommendation of the Commis
sion and staff regarding the significance of a property. By the
way it chooses to wri te the Landmarks Ordinance itself, the
Assembly may also decline to consider economic argument until such
time as a building permit is requested, which is the recommenda
tion ~ere. On the other hand, the Assembly may wish to take a
personal hand in awarding incentives or limiting the controls,
either of which may be made appealable to the Assembly for
expanded argument. '

To recapitulate, the Juneau landmarks Ordinance should specify an
ordinance of designation that includes the following elements:

A. Authority (Juneau Landmarks Ordinance)

B. Cri teri a of Des ignat ion met by thi s property

C. Classification of Properties in an Historic District as
1) Significant 2) Contributing in specified ways 3) Non
contributing

O. Portions of property to be protected

E. General standards to be applied (Juneau Landmarks Ordinance)

F. Special controls to be applied (if any)

G. Eligibility for benefits (affirme~)

H. Special incentives granted (if any)

I. Requirement to meet guidelines for building permits
(v. Section Vwhich follows)

V. Modifications to Designated Properties

It has already been stated that designated properties may be subjected
to a wide range of controls based on their relative importance and the
available incentives the local government is prepared to provide. To
give some idea of the range available, it is worth considering these
illustrations:

Limited benefits with limited controls. This is appropriate when
a property lies within an historic district whose ordinance
identifies the property as 'not significantly contributing to the
District'. In such a case, the property benefits to some degree
from public improvements undertaken on behalf of the district,
from the prestige of being in the district, and conceivably from
eligibility for special programs such as the Alaska Historical
District Revolving Fund. However, and depending on the Juneau
ordinance of designation, the property may not be 'eligible for
special loans or tax relief on the basis of landmark merit.
Juneau's concern, therefore, is less for preservation of the
property than for the appropriateness of what takes its place,
which is to say that guidelines for new construction are more
important than guidelines for remodeling or restoration, and the
designating ordinance should make this clear.

Designation without controls. This is rarely appropriate, if
ever. for individual sites, since designation itself affirms the
importance of the property and confers tangible benefits such as



tax incentives, while the public gains no guarantee of protection
in return. All the same, designation without control. is possible
and occasionally has been used, presumably on the assumption that
the designated property will acquire benefits only from State and
federal governments, whose own guidelines afford some limited
protections, .which is better than nothing. It seems appropriate,
however, that no local benefits or incentives be awarded without
attaching a reasonable local power to control the property.

Controls on portions of the property only. It is theoretically
possible that only a portion of a property is designated; for
example, a facade, or a doorway, or stair, or fixture (a tavern's
bar front, perhaps). Obviously in such cases, financial
incentives would establish a public interest primarily in those
items. Any controls might be limited even further by allowing
such items to be. removed and relocated subject to the City!
Borough's approval, or by making demolition approval subject to
the City/Borough's right of first refusal either to purchase
the property itself (a facade easement. perhaps) or arrange for a
purchase and removal by an approved buyer (a museum, possibly).

Special controls, over and above standard guidelines. In such a
case, Juneau might require that within a certain time, missing
historic elements be replaced on a property. Or Juneau might
requ i re th at. a bu; 1ding who,se upper floors have been converted
from housing to offices be returned to residential use. Either
requirement should be considered extraordinary, and should
therefore be.conditioned on the offer of special incentives from
the City/Borough, such as restoration loans or housing subsidies.

Any of the above examples should reflect Juneau's ability to taildr a
designation to the special needs of a property and to Juneau's
particular objectives in designating a property" At the same time,
these examples should be viewed as extraordinary when they occur; for
the roost part, a sllccessful landmarks program relies on having uniform
guidelines and on applying them equally.

With that rule in mind, the Juneau landmarks Ordinance should require
that landmarks may receive building permits to modify or demolish
properties only in conformance with specific guidelines. The Ordinance
should then specify how these guidelines are to be arrived at, who is
to write the guidelines and who 1s to enforce them. Having provided
for this~ the Juneau Ordinance need only to require in an ordinance of
designation that these guidelines apply to a designated property and
allow that objections to guidelines are appealable on certain grounds.
The recommendation which follows assumes that this is the case.
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A. Guidelines for Modifications to Properties.

The consultants have developed a sample set of guidelines which
they recommend be considered by the City/Borough. These guidelines
are a separate section of this study, Where it is proposed they be •
adopted by administrative rule, subject to confirmation by the
Assembly.

B. Building Permit Procedure.

Nonmally, the procedure used by most landmarks programs is a very •
formal and time consuming one. That procedure requires that every
proposed change to a landmark first be reviewed by the landmarks
authority (a board or commission) which awards or denies a .
'certificate of approval' before the building department is free
to issue a building permit. This obviously involves the authority
in every proposal, no m~tter how modest, and requires several
referrals back and forth between the authority and the building
department. This procedure has the advantage of being meticulous
and thorough. However, it does not guarantee that all decisions
will be good decisions, it clearly occupies a large number of
people in decision making and does not take into account that the
time involved in this procedure can become a serious financial
burden for someone who, with the best intentions in the world,
only wants to improve his property if he can only discover what
the rules are. .

Knowing that these have been problems in the past, this recommendation
departs somewhat from the normal procedure. It assumes that the
construction guidelines can be made simple and clear enough that any
developer and any building official can understand them and apply them.
If that premise succeeds, then the Juneau building department can
itself apply the guidelines and the Commission need be involved only
when the building.department seeks its advice or when the owner (or the
public, if allowed) appeals a building department decision to the
Commission. Given the possibility that owners may argue an economic
hardship and that further economic incentives may be justified, an
appeal to the Assembly 1s also provided.

The approach recommended here is admittedly experimental and assumes
that the State and federal preservation agencies will find the Juneau
procedure acceptable for certification. This recommendation is
nevertheless intended to be as effective as it 1s expeditious, and is
actively being considered by other cities who have found their programs
losing support because of the burdensome regulation they require.
The recommended procedure is best described by the outline which
appears below, entitled 'Procedures for Building Permit Approvals·.
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.Procedural stepsof the Landmarks Ordinance
In summation, it will be useful to recapitulate the steps in the Juneau
L4ndmarks Ordinance that have been recommended above. The outline
w~ich follows describes those steps in order and relates them to an
i~eal time line. Although the particular language of the Juneau
Ordinance may omit or change the steps and the time line, it 1s
important to draft the ordinance with an eye to time as well as to
preservation objectives. The outline which follows, in the
consultants' view, is fair, effective and reasonable.

Procedures for Designation
Oar It. ) Action Action by (anhnt of Action

Nomination Owner, Ciovernment or Appllut Ion to Ihow confonaance to Criteria.
Private Party

'. Staff Report Co"",lIllon membe,., or Cltyl Verify conformance to Crlledai suggest special
Borough staff (2) controls, If any; speel fy IOOratorium on altera-

tlonl during dellgnatlon process (l).

2. Notal nat Ion Hearl ng H'storlcal Commls.lon
(~)

a) Accept Nom' nat'on (C~ISllon Hotlon) a) ,ute conformance to Criteria; recotllmend
Ipeelal controll, If appropriate; confl rna
morator".. on alterat lonl; order draft ordl nance
frOM Itaff.

b) Reject Honllnatlon (Conohalon ttotlon) b) lut. 'allure to con for. to Cr,herla.

(ftQ) Appeal of Reject Ion Interelled Pa'rt ae. Stat. spedflc obJectloni to Commlulon findings;
of Nomination request Alsembly to relnstata moratorium; revlew
(opt lonal) and reverse COdlllss Ion act Ion.,. Notice of hearing City/Borough Staff Publication and pOlling; property description;
on Oellgnatlon prpposed action; date, time and place of hearing.

6. Draft Ordinance CORdhslon or Chyl Ordinance Itat Ing Cri terla met and proposed
aval labl. to Public; Borough Staff special controls, If any. (Ordinance to be
aho Comtlsslon standard forINt.)
"eport, If
appropriate

" ~~:~I(~)on Oeslgne- Hhtorlcal Conwnlsslon

a) Designation (Commlsllon Hot Ion) a) Adopt draft ordinance of 08slgnAt Ion. amended
Reconmended ,a, appropriate. Forward recOfl'mendat Ion to

Assembly with findings based on the hearing record.

b) Recomnend against (COfmIhilon ttotlon) b) Ohlolve moratorl"", pending appeal (IS days);
Oeslgnat Ion state reasons 'rom hearing record for denl.I,

Nka findings

Appeal of Interested Partlel Stata specific objection, to Conntnlon findings
Commission Act Ion In the record; request Auenlbly review hearlng

record, reverse Coma'ision. (Horatorlum
automatically extended.)

(elt Hotlce of Chy/Borough Suff Publication and post Ing. property descrlpt Ion;
Assembly hearing proposed action. date, time and place of

h.arlng.



Juneau landtllcuki Ordinance :. Proc~dureS for Deslgnat Ion

Day CI.) ~ctlon Content of Action Day (1.) Action Act Ion by Content of Action

Procedures for Building Permit Approvals

Notice by publication. properev description;
proposed action; appellant's name~ date, name
time etnd place of hearing.

Report of staff review; statement of coenpl lance
or non-compliance wi th requl red cont,.ol s In
Ordinance of designation; response to appeal.
If' appropr i .te. .

Specla' Impartl.1 and eMpert economic analysis
may b" lollclted by Conwnlulon.

a» hsue findings and conclusions.

c) hsue substitute findings and conclusions.

a) Includes 'susta'n'. 'reverse'. or 'modify'
lui 'ding Department .ctlon.

b) Issue contrary findings and conclusions.

b) issue contrary findings and conclusions.

State specific object lonl to act Ipns of Commission.

Not Ice by publlcaUon and mall to part les of
record; property description; proposed action;
.ppelhnt's name; date. time and place of hearing.

Building Department ilctlon. Commission findings
and conclusions. wrttten.ppeals and all written
cOfmtunlc.t Ions.

.Hearlng Ilm'led to 'art lei of Interest and the
Cormhllon record.

c) (nter lubst hut. findings and conclusions
, based on the record.

d)' Order Co,..." $lIon to correct or complete the
record. Incfudel additional analysis by
economlc,an.I ysts.

Incorporates final .ctlon by Coomlu.on or 
Auemb I y on Appea I

«Commisl Ion Hot Ion)

CCocrnhslon Motion)

(Comml sslon. Hot Ion)

H~ storleaa tomnhllon

Histor Ical CORIIl'sslon

Building Department

Commitslon or Cltyl
Borough St.ff U)

Owner or Party ql interest

CI ty/Borough Staff

COAWItI Ilion .nd CI ty/
Borough Staff

Notice of Coe.."h·
slon Hearing on
~pe.'

Staff Report
Avallabl. to
parties and public

Connhs Ion Heart ng
on Appeal Cr.) C')
Connlsllon Decision
on Appeal

a) Sustain lulldlng
Department Act Ion

b) "eve,.e lui Idlng
Department, In
whole or part

c) Modi Iy lulldlng
Departlnent action In
whole or part

Appeal flied (If
any)

Hotlce of Alse.-bly
Hearing on Appeal

lull ding 'er.1t lull ding Department
Issues

at Sustain COAWIth· CAssembly Motion)
slon action

b) Sustain (Assembly Motion)
lulldlng Department
Action

c) Hodlfy Commlt- (Assembly Hotlon)
slon Act Ions

d) Remand to (Aisembly Hotlon)
Commlsllon

Record Ava" abl.
for Inspection by
partI., and public
(6)

Assembly Hearing CI ty/Borough AlsemblV
on Appea' (5) (')
(7)

)8

18

55

..8

70

'I

(71)

(108)

(lOt)

Hearing confined to Iteml In wrl tten .ppeal or
on the record.

a) Inefudes 'Deny Dellgnat Ion'. Order final
legislation for designated pro,ertleL (5)

b) Review record; take limited test lmony on
appeal (no matten de novo); make contrary
findings or conclusions. CS)
et Order COfIIfthslon to correct or complete the
record. (5)

d) State contrary findings or concluslonl to
support revena', on the record. Dissolve
mor.torlum. (5) '.
Standard form.t; added controls .nd Incentlv••
where appropr late.

Contenl of ACI ion

. fin.' Ordinance Draft. CORitahslon findings an;
conclusions, written communications. etc.

(Auembly. first reading)

(Assembly. flrlt reading)

COflllhslon .nd Cltyl
Borough Staff

City/Borough Assembly

Act Ion by

TIme Ilml u shown here .re recommended. Procedural Itep. should be governed bv fixed tB_
limits wherever possible. Actlonl by the Juneau Assembly are considered e.campt 'rom tI.e
IImtts arid accordingly are shown In brackets: (D.y "1. etc.).

'StaU' refer, to COIIIII,lsslon memben, Chy/lorough employee. or sp.cla' consultanu, whichever
are determined to have the appropriate expertise.

The permit IIIOratodunt referred to here II optional but deltrabl. and It Intended to protect
propert les 'rOm demo" t Ion or inapproprl.te .. lter.t Ion while possible landm.rk ItatUI II
being deliberated.' The mor.torlu.. may be Inclusive or It may be lI,.he'- to· only c.rt.ln
significant features of a given building.

Cont I nuances of hearings In the.e procedure, coin be governed by ad.lnlstratlve rule, allowing
the hearing body or agreed part Ie, of Interest to cont Inue a hearing. '

The Auenibly Is counseled not to entertain burdensome de novo hearlngl but either to re.....nd
certain case. to the Historic.' Commission. or In complex ca,es to designate a referee or
hearing eMantlner to hear disputes and make findings on the Assembly's behalf.

Record avallabl.
for Inspection by
part lei and public

Assembly Hearing
(Ia,

.) Adopt COfMlh-
s Ion RecOOIftendatlon

b) ttodlfy Coollis-
s Ion Recolllmendat Ion

c' Remand to (Anembly first reading)
Coomhslon

d) Aever!~e Conlltl s- (Auembly first reading)
slon Rec:omnendat Ion

Ordinance hsues AnemblYi aegaa staff

Action

NOTES: I.

2.

J.

Ia.

5.
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Dar (I.)

(I lit)

IS

App) Icat Ion

Staff Review

Not Ice of Intent

Appeal riled U f
any)

Owner

Building Depanment

lui Idlng Department

Owner or Party of tntereU
(Including Hhtorlcal
(o"",lulon)

(Sundard Appllc.t Ion for building per.It.)

Compare with required controls In Ordln.nte of
Des Ignat Ion.

10 Islue. to deny or to condit lonally Issue ..
building permit. (Hotlce of publlc.tlon.)

State specific objections based on required
controll In Designating Ordinance. or ching
specific hardship.

NOns: (Notes I, 2. J. It , 5 r.fer to notes unde,. Deslgn.tlon. supra.)

6. It It advisable to obtai" lega' coun,el regarding the advisability of electronic recording of
appeal hearings, which lega' precedent tnay re~ulre.

I

7. The 'ppe.1 to the Anembly It • matter for the Assembly to declde o although It should be
Uated th.t this places the Assemb'v In an essentIal quasi-Judicial admlnlstroll've procen
which the Assembly may find both burdensome and Inappropriate.
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AWord on Economic Arguments
Pres~rvation programs are fat~d at one time or another to be challenged
on the grounds that preserving a property inflicts a financial injury
on its owner. Once that assertion is mad~, matters become very
complex; sufficiently so that some cities are tempted not to proceed
with preservation, others respond with elaborate ordinances that
attempt to anticipate each shading of an economic argument. Neither is
a ,satisfactory - or even necessary response.

The consultants believe that the answer to this problem lies equally in
judicial precedent and in the way cities administer their preservation
programs. Judicial history is effectively quoted by both sides, as
might be expected, and a detailed description of the current state of
preservation law is well beyond the scope of this study. Nevertheless,
in deliberating on a legislative program to protect landmarks, Juneau

\ government should be aware of the principal features of the argu~ent.

especially as it affects the procedural protections that are provided
in the ordinance outline just given. The consultants will therefore
offer their understanding of current law in support of the procecJlJral
recommendations that appear here.

When preservation programs are challenged, the argument revolves about
whether an owner is deprived of a reasonable use of his property Dy
landmark controls. This argument tur~s on the Constitutional pro
hibi~ion against the 'taking' of a citizen's property without just
compensation, and the issue of land use regulation ~as come to be
common ly known as I the tak in9 issue'.

During the first half of this century it was possible to distinguish
between a government's power to regulate land to protect public health
and safety (without compensation), and its power to take property in
order to create a public benefit {with compensation}. That is to say,
a government may legitimately use its police powers to protect a large
neighborhood of homes from encroachment by glue-factories without
having to compensate the property owner who prefers to replace his
house with a glue factory. On the other hand. a government may not
convert that neighborhood to a highway, a park or even a public housing
project without fairly compensating its homeowners for the loss of
their properties.

In recent years, however, what once seemed fairly clear has become less
clear. On one hand, it seemed established that a government might
re-zone property overnight for less profitable deve,lopment than might
have been built the day before, and do so without compensation so long
as dOlng so benefited a broad public interest. But a succession of
legal challenges to such things as sign control, environmental
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protection zones (e.g. shorelines) and historic preservation has had
two significant results. The first is that many courts have been
persuaded that public regulation may legitimately be extended to
ac'complish aesthetic and environmental purposes, so long as an owner is
left - not the 'highest and best' use-of his property - but a reason
able beneficial use of his property. leading to the second result,
which is that arguments now tend to center on whether regulation has
gone beyond the bounds of reasonableness, whether it has not become a
'taking'. and whether an owner must therefore be compensated for the
cfffference between the beneficial use value of his property and -the
lower use value that remains after regulatiQn.

The implications for preservation programs should begin to be obvious
at this point, however abbreviated this discussion has been. Historic
preservation 1s an acceptable objective of public policy when its
purpose is to benefit society at large. However, preservation must
account to an owner for preserving some beneficial use of his property.
'f regulation can be shown to reduce a property's development value
below that of beneficial use, then its owner must either be compensated
Qr be relieved of those unreasonable regulations that deny him the
~enefic1al use.

The ordinance procedures outlined above do their best to take into
account the legal principles just mentioned. These are some of the
ways 1n which that 1s done:

Due process. It is assumed that historic preservation ordinances bear
lome analogies to zoning. It 1s widely understood that persons whose
property is affected by zoning regulation have the right to a fair
'hearing that meets the standards for quasi-judicial determinations.
for this reason, the outline given here provides for public notice and
notice to parties of interest; mandates public hearings for the
,gathering of facts; expects that the bodies who conduct those hearings
will actively elicit all the facts which are relevant; and once the
'acts are in, expects that these bodies will show how the facts justify
~heir decision and meet the requirements of the preservation ordinance.
It 1s properly the province of Juneau's City Attorney. to these
~onsultants, to detenmine whether due process is required at each step
in the procedure and whether due process 1s satisfied short of sworn

," testimony, cross examination and formally written findings of fact and
conclusions of law. We can only assure Juneau that many successful
preservation programs do stop short of these complications.

Economic Considerations. The Juneau ordinance should anticipate having
to respond to a variety of very different properties and to owners in a
variety of financial conditions. In order to respond constructively to
the special state of a building an~ its owner, it will be necessary



occasionally to look closely into the cost of rehabilitating a
building, or at what the theoretical beneficial use of a property might
be, and ultimately at the reasonableness in a particular case of
enforcing certatn guidelines against a property. These questions are
endlessly unpredicfab le in advance, but the proposed procedures
anticipate them in two ways: first, a burden' is placed on an .owner to
provide some evidence of any need of hardship he may plead; and second,
the Commission and Assembly are free in certain cases to enlist the
aid of an impartial consultant with the expertise to review and comment
on S1Jcharguments.

Flexibility. Once again, the variety of properties and owners in any
landmark program requires that the program be flexible in its approach

.to individual properties. Flexibility does not necessarily mean
yielding on architectural guidelines, but it might well mean, for
example, that some properties may phase their compl/iance over longer

. periods of time, in order to reduce an economic hardship. Flexibility
in preservation is an acquired skill and the initial rule should be to

Quse it sparingly, since too much flexibility will threaten to make the
entire ordinance unenforceablea The one reliable principle 1s that
flexibility should result in preserving a landmark that rigidity would
otherwise destroy. Assuming an owner has satisfactorily demonstrated a
financial hardship, what follow are some acceptable examples of ·a

'flexible approach to a particular property:

a. Designate only thestreetfront portion of a building, allowing the
owner to rebuild everything behind it. .

b. Purchase a facade easement, guaranteeing that the City and Borough
may preserve ~n important street front, but on condition that the
purchaseanount be promptly 'spent to make necessary repairs to the
buildi~g structure and to the front itself.

c. In a case where the building permit reflects some enforcement
action by, the government (e.g., a 'repair or vacate' order) and a
loan program exists, give an owner special priority for a· loan to
pay the cost difference between normal repair and any special
expenses that are imposed by preservation guidelines.

d. Permit an owner to make repairs that fall short of full compliance
with guidelines, so long as the repairs do not depart further from
the guidelines than the existing building, and so long as future
r'epa irs. are unders toad to requi re ~onformance.

Many like examples might be given of flexible enforcement and as Juneau
proceeds with preservation there will be many opportunities to respond
to spec1al situations with imaginative solutions. But a \«lrd of
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warning is appropriate here, based on these few examples alone. A
preference is shown here to avoid the traditional device of giving
'variances' to property owners and to rely instead on gradual
compliance with guidelines over time. One reason for this is that the
law of zoning variances is well developed and 'quite strict. Essen
tially, variance law must ignore an owner's financial hardship and
instead focus on unusual and exceptional features of the land or
building itself. PresumablY,in an historic btJ'ilding, any peculiar
conditon of land or building that exists on the day of landmark
designation is a matter for the designating ordinance to deal with. not
a matter for variance from the ordinance itself; especially if the
justification for granting a variance is that owner canti afford to
correct the deficiency. More important, once a variance is granted,
the variance normally runs wlth the property as long as the land and &

. property remain essent i ally unchanged, which means excusing an owner t

virtually forever, from complying with a district guideline, despite
the possibility that an owner's financial hardship may only be
temporary.

There is some further danger that a variance that is too sweeping, or
one that' seriously compromises the features which qualify the building
as historic, may affect a building's ability to qualify for federal tax
relief. Such a case, if it should occur, would demonstrate a painful
paradox: that an owner might suffer a financial loss by pleading a
financial hardship. A policy of phased compliance, on the other hand,
is a practical way to avoid this danger.

Lastly, the people who make decisions regarding, both variances and
their more flexible alternatives should be wary of creating so many
exceptions that the district guidelines themselves are placed in
jeopardy. It is possible, at least in theory, that so many exceptions •
are granted throughout a district that the guidelines are virtually
unenforceable and, by extension, that the district itself ceases to
exist as a legal entity. In order to protect the substantial public
subsidies (including tax benefits) and private investments that are
foreseen for Juneau's downtown, it would be far preferable to amend the
guidelines themselves by legislation than continue to grant exceptions
to them by variance. And preferable to either, it would be wise to
seek better ways to fund compliance with the guidelines, while keeping
the guidelines intact.

It is'quite possible that Juneau law and Alaska law offer opportunities
for greater flexibility than envisioned in this discussion, which is
properly a matter for Juneau's attorneys to explore. The variety of
administrative choices described above, however. are fairly drawn ,from
the experience of similar historic districts throughout the country,
and it would be well to anticipate them.



The text changes proposed above accomplish this end by requiring new
construction to adhere to traditional patterns, by directly abutting
the sidewalk and by remaining generally within a spatial envelope of
about seven stories. Taller buildings are permitted, but because they
sat back from this height envelope they do not interrupt the cornice or
parapet lines assocfated with existing Juneau streets. Fortunately.
existing buildings in Juneau illustrate the appropriateness of this'

The importance of streetscape in downtown Juneau has already been
discussed. in the opinion of the consultants, it is important to
recognize that growth and change in downtown Juneau should honor the
essential character of the City. Some of this character is intangible.
b~t a great deal is measurable in terms of-building heights. street
widths and pedestrian amenities such as canopies and continuous
commercial frontages. Both inside and adjacent to the proposed

. historic district, this character has been successfully preserved over
the years. Without g01ng the length of designating vast areas of
downtown 'historic', it is possible to reflect this character in the
City's zoning ordinance in a way that both reinforces Juneau's unique
urban character but also encourages new investment within the C2-J
lone. All that is required is to specify what will provide a smooth
~ransltion between the historic district and the large downtown area.

.
Modifications to the zoning Code
According to Juneau's current zoning ordinance. the proposed downtown
historic district is classified as in the C2-J zone. Central Commercial
District. Although not a part of this recommendation, the consultants
briefly analyzed an alternative recommendation, which was to accomplish
the objectives of an historic district simply by amending the
requirements for the C2-J zone. The drawbacks to this alternative
should be readily apparent, although this alternative did hold out the
hope that official administration of the district would be greatly
simplified by this device and that areas within the Cl-J zone outside
the historic area coul~ be made compatible in bulk and design with the
historic area without altogether denying intensive development •.
In the end, this final recommendation proposes another alternative,
which consists of two elements. The first of these was a landmarks
ordinance and active landmarks: program, which has -already been
described. The second recommended element is to make whatever
modifications are necessary to enable the C2-J zone to be compatible
with the historic district. Proposed modifications. with that
objective in mind. will be discussed here.

There are three demanding reasons to amend the C2-J zoning standards if
the downtown historic district is to be successful. In order of
necessity they are:

I first, to guarantee a relationship of new construction to streets
·and sidewalks that avoids jarring contrasts between the historic
district and the stree~~. that lead into it;

second, to create a flexible system of height and bulk controls
. within the district itself which assures that new construction

will not unreasonably .violate the present scale of historic
Juneau; and

third, to clarify somewhat the actual develo~ent value of
properties within and adjacent to the historic district.

For the purposes of the downtown historic district, any modifications
can1be limited to the zoning ordinance section entitled Dimensional
Standards (Sec. 49.25.409{e)) and more specifically -to the yard setback
and building height requirements. At the present, the C2-J zone
requires each building to set back at least four feet from the street
lot line. There is no maximum height limit and, except for required
front and rear yards, a building may cover all its available lot area.
This recommendation proposes that Sec. 49.25.409(e) be modified to read
as follows (additions, ~~~~~):
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( 3)

Dimensional Standards. Dimensional standards are:
Minimum lot size. • 2,000 sq. ft.
Minimum yard setbacks . • • • • . . . • • None
except th at a-f:oop. -~,"-set&ac-k- -sh-al-l--ee-fRai-ft."a~ -Haem -e~y-lG-,"

-l-i-fte. '"*'jG.m~-a -s-t-r-ee'- -lAo-t-he-&i-t-y.-&~-Jt*R&ay.-G~ -4-i-s-t-F-i-G-". When a
side or rear adjoins a residential district, a minimum setback of
ten feet shall be maintained.

Maximum building height ~-p&~~a9&-9~-~~~~~••.~
-I:-1mi-~a.~i-GA

85 feet
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height limite The Goldstein Building at Second and Seward, for
example, is within the proposed envelope and is by no means too tall
for its street intersection. However, if ten stories were to be added
to that building, it would certainly become threatening in appearance,
an effect that is considerably lessened if the upper floors are set
back as the ordinance modification proposes. Moreover, the setback
offers the additional advantage of creating view corridors for
buildings farther up the hillsides, a feature the present zoning
regulations do not contemplate.

Several alternatives were considered before reaching this recommenda
tion. All were· found to be more limiting than necessary on building
investment and property rights. Among others p these kinds of
·alternat1ve~ were considered.

a) make no change, which would result in arbitrarily wider
streets, out of scale with present day Juneau; reduce by
substantial amounts the buildable lot area (by the 4 foot
setback); give no view protection to uphill properties and
introduce no height considerations for the historic district.

b) imposene1aht limits for the historic district only. which has
al' the problems of (a) above, plus the additional problem
that no transition will be made from the downtown zone into
the historic district, which risks setting the district apart
from its surroundingse That effect in turn risks creating a
break between the economy of the district and its surround
ings.

c) impose a single height limit for all the C2-J zone, such as 65
feet, Which would unnecessarily restrict the district's
surroundings and not adequately protect the historic district.
Retaining the four foot setback as well would 'seriously
compromi se appearance .and the economic use of propert i es in
the district, since those properties are quite small and would
be more substantially injured by the four foot regulation.

Two further zoning modifications would also be appropriate. These
relate directly to designated landmark properties and can be considered
among the incentives available to landmark owners. The first of these
amends the Juneau conditional use procedure; the second, the variance
procedure.

t •



It is recommended that the conditional use provisions be amended to add
a new Section 49.25.600(a)l, which would read as follows:

· 1.

It isfurtherreeommended--i-h-at-~t-hevarianceprovisions.be amended to
add -a new Section 49.25.802(e), which would read as follows:

As an alternative to these proposals for conditional use and variance,
it might be possible to make exceptions for landmark properties in each
zoning category of the ordinance. Aside from being a burdensome
procedure, this· alternative would lose the ability to be site-specific
and to balance the degree of relief against the need of the property,
which conditional uses and variances are intended to do. Accordingly,
the recommendation here is to resolve hardships on a case by case
basis, relying on the Commission's prior recommendation of
appropriateness.

Modifications to the Building Code
It should be plain from the later discussion of benefits and incentives
for landmark owners, that Juneau has significant power to create
pro~rams and improvements which support its landmarks program. Because
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these opportunities are diverse, it is difficult to anticipate which
programs Juneau will choose to pursue and to know when they will be
required. For that reason, only the matter of the building code will
be mentioned here, since it directly affects the continued existence of
many historic buildings.

Alaska law provides the opportunity to make a special case for historic
buildings when applying the building code. Because of soil conditions
in some cases and because Juneau's historical building types are what
they are, it is important to continue to make exceptions for designated
1andmark buildings. The consultants therefore recommend that Juneau
make use of language such as the following in Enforcement chapter of
its building ordinance:

~ploying the discretion created by such language, Juneau's building
officials can develop a number of standards for building rehabilita
tions that take into account the nature of Juneau's historical con
struction types and is even prepared to deal flexibly with individual
cases. Of particular importance is fire safety, where sprinkler
systems can substantially protect conventional construction in the
event of fire. Life safety, in the area of exit requirements, is
capable of a number of alternative standards, which might range from
sprinkler systems, through smoke alarms, public refuge areas and
additional stairs, to regular firedr111s in some cases, all according
to the official's judgment and control. Structural safety, given
Juneau's various kinds of construction, can be modified to accept
structural rehabilitations that do not disturb the significant features
of an historic building, which again can be a matter of broadly
applicable rulings or a matter for flexible judgments, depending on the
building involved.

It should be noted that with discretion of this kind, Juneau is bett~r
.ble to undertake a systematic investigation of all its landmark
buildings with an eye to requiring minimum maintenance. A readiness to
be flexible and to accept incremental improvements makes such programs
far less terrifying to building owners. lacking this approach, Juneau
might find itself responsible for closing roore buildings than it might
save by enforcing minimum maintenance.
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EconomicSupportfor Preservation

For purposes of, the discussion which follows, the word 'benefits' 1s
intended to describe those advantages a designated property automatically
receives by being designated historic, while 'incentives' are those special
advantages that a government such as Juneau creates 1n order to encourage
preservation. As th~ discussion proceeds, it will become obvious that the
consultants have a bias regarding benefits and incentives, so by way of
introduction it would be fair to state some reasons for that bias. What
follow are some of them.

First the bias. The benefits described here attach to any landmark no
matter what its merit or its needs. But only the incentives local govern
ment provides can be tuned both to a property's special needs and to the
local community's own objectivesa So there is good reason to prefer local
initiative to blanket benefits for historic preservation. For one thing,
it is always better to do the job yourself, especially when outside help
from State and federal governments ;s so uncertain. For another, local
initiative is not only quick and imaginative, it 1s also a perfectly
legitimate test of local commitment to local history. Only local govern
ment can choose among a vast array of incentives to fit the right incentives
to a given site. Short-term and long-tenm financial assistance, zoning
exceptions, building code exceptions, street improvements, housing sub-
sidies - the list can be a long one. '

A conmun1ty's recognition of its own history and its history's monuments
is an act of civic pride. In many ways, civic pride,is its own reward,
however much an individual landmark or historic dis~rict may return in
dollars or notoriety. The first clear benefit of historic preservation,



then, is the benefit it provides to its own cOlll11unity. The COlll11unity in
turn is well justified in creating benefits for property owners in an
effort to assist them in preserving a community resource. Some benefits.
such as federal tax incentives, are tangible inducements to preserve
history. However, the lasting success of an historic district is guaran
teed only through a canny blend of local enthusiasm and affection. with
an eagerness to compete in the marketplace. In the absence of a local
attitude of this kind, no quantity of artificial support systems can keep
a preservation program alive.

With that conviction, the consultants have been wary of recommending any
programs that might result in isolating downtown Juneau from its traditional
positi~n as the Juneau Borough's cOlll11ercial center. In many ways. the
test of a downtown historic district's future will be whether it does

----l:fe-tre-r-Ollsilre-s-s--;wlfi-clr'''eHesnTlnuc1nrnl>ett-ertran-$portat-i-on. on a
diversity of services and on residential density as it does on repairing
old buildings. If each of these elements is seen as.part of a whole - - in
fact, part of a comprehensive planning decision - - then downtown Juneau
will indeed prosper, and preservation will pay for itself with relatively

---~·fe\rsp-~ctol~il1l:-ent1ves. If-;-onlne otfier tlancr;clowntown Juneau converts 
itself into elitist shops and tourist service. and ~uneau residents grow
accustomed to going elsewhere for their hardware and prescription drugs,
then downtown will see fewer customers, more of whom are one-stop shoppers.
more of whom are highly seasonal. That outcome would take many costly
incentives to redress, and in the consultants' opinion it would be only
a matter of time before the historic district comes to be viewed as an
anachronism which is impeding needed downtown progress.

One further comnent. Benefits and .i ncenti ves for hi stori c preservati on
must be viewed, not as a one time gratuity for owning an historic building.

_but as· the earnest attempt of society to enable owners to keep their
historic buildings going over many years. Strictly construed. benefits
and incentives should match, but never exceed, the difference between a
property' s va 1ue before it became a 1andmark and after it became a land
mark. Where benefits and incentives become complicated is in establishing
what those values are and in deciding what is the best way to compensate
for the difference. If preservation discloses any financial problems, the
problems are likely to be extraordinarily diverse; theoretically there can
be as many different kinds of problems as there are landmarks in Juneau.
The only general rule to draw from this is that Juneau should be prepared
to create as wide a variety of incentives as it can afford, and then to
award them very discriminatingly. The criteria in individual cases should
be whether the incentive is appropriate to solve the problem, and whether
it is sufficient to fund the solution. A few cases might help to illus
trate this principle.

If,a landmark building is threatened by decaying foundation piling. its
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owner may be faced either with demolition and replacement, or with
immediate structural repairs he cannot afford. In such a case, it is
meaningless to offer this owner five years' relief from property taxes in
place of an imnediate improvement loan for structural repairs.

If a property across the street from the first property is threatened by
earth slides, a loan for structural improvements may have little value
unless all the adjacent properties also make similar improvements. In
such a case, an LID to stabilize an entire blockfront would no doubt be
less costly to individual owners and would certainly be more appropriate.

If several owners could show themselves damaged· - even if only temporarily 
by a pedestrian mall for the historic district, then it might be appropriate
to grant them some relief from property taxes. However, the more apQropriate
response-might well be to develop better parking nearby, ideally in a
pu~lic parking garage. The garage incentive could prove to be the more
productive incentive, benefiting more owners than just a few and at the
same time directing public revenue toward something that generated more
revenue throughout the entire district. The latter choice is obviously
preferable to depleting revenue with no commensurate return.

Elsewhere in the district, some building owners might determine that
they can capitalize best on the historic district by replacing local
service tenants with high gross and high rent businesses - for example,
to replace a barber shop with a fast-food franchise. In a free market
district, which downtown Juneau ought to be. there are few ways to
prevent this. (All the same, high rents are catching, and beyond a
certain point militate against the diversity a central business district
needs to have.) In such cases, it is more obvious that special incentives
are less justified; property tax relief, for exampJe, would constitute
a special privilege compared to the status of more modest businesses who
are equally obligated to maintain their properties while receiving lower
rents.

None of these examDles is intended to prescribe a solution, but all
together they should indicate the need to tailor incentives to real needs
and to deserving properties, using great care to choose which incentives
everyone should have, and which incentives to reserve for special cases.

To conclude this introduction, the purpose of incentives should be, first,
to bridge any possible disparities in economy before and after landmark
designation; and second (and more important) to invest in the fundamental
strengths of Juneau. Downtown Juneau has enviable strengths: its histor
ical identity, its healthy downtown, its enthusiastic investors and its
ce"tral location among the office and hotel complexes, to name just a few.
These are downtown Juneau's competitive edge, and these are the best
investment for special incentives.
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Benefits

The benefits described here are, with one exception, arbitrarily confined
to programs already in place at the federal and State levels. Aword of
caution is in order here, which is that the generosity of State and federal
programs is largely beyond the control of localities such as Juneau. In
the recent past, there was a national trend toward more generosity to
historic preservation, although funding was often below expectation and.
usually slow in coming. At present, this trend appears to be slowing down
if not actually reversing itself, in part because of tighter State and
federal budgets and in part from a philosophical conviction that local
programs should be locally funded and locally managed.

But-no matter-whi-Ghway the pendul-um swings, and- how far,- it is clear that
both the Alaska and national governments are committed to historic preser
vation and will do something concrete to support it. Moreover, a new trend
can be distinguished, away from direct grants to landmark owners and toward
longer term and indirect support to owners, through attractive tax benefits.
Local government programs are to be supported with more modest grants in
aid, although they are likely to be greater authority to use their local
police powers and special incentives to support preservation. So that one
can predict with some confidence that, even if the specifics change over
the years, both Alaska and the national government will contribute substan
tial support to preservation.

In 1981, these are the substantial benefits for landmark owners:

prestiye. Among the several benefits to be described here, prestige is
a sing e exception in that .it is not a government program. Of all the
benefits a landmark receives, its ultimate recognition as a landmark is
probably the mo~t incalculable; and yet it is usually the most rewarding.
In historic districts especially, a landmark profits by being in an area
the entire community has found to be special. Experience has shown that
historic districts quickly catch the eye and interest of residents and
visitors alike. If it is a commercial district, an increase in business
reflects this interest, and if new business in turn contributes to the up
keep of buildings, everyone profits from a gain in prestige. In most
historic districts nationwide, the effect of landmark designation has been
to generate private reinvestment out of all proportion to any public
investment, based solely on a new surge of confidence and the fact that
an entire community now sees its familiar buildings in a new light. The'
prospect is that this is exactly what can happen in downtown Juneau.

I.
I



The Federal Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981. The technical appendix to
this study reproduces an excellent analysis of this legislation from the
National Trust for Historic Preservation. Only a brief description wi,ll
be given here, together with the injunction that individuals should consult
their O\'1n accountants to assess the Act's actual benefits to them.

The 1981 Act creates an Investment Tax Credit (ITC) for 'qualified rehabil
itation' to any non-residential commer~ial building greater than thirty
years old. The ITe is a credit against income taxes owed, and can presumably
be divided over five tax years, as allowed by the present code. The ITC
for rehabilitation is applicable to all buildings thirty years or older on
this pasis: ---

30 to 39 years old: 15% Credit
~~~--------4a-o~~e-~~s---o-1-d-;---2~C-r-ed-l-t--.-

·Certified historic structures' enjoy even greater tax benefits than these.
The ITe for historic structures is 25% and applies to residential as well
as to conmercial buildings. Moreover, for such buildings an owner may
depreciate the entire rehabilitation investment as well, not just the

_···--:-~--peffion remaini-ng--after the IT€-. Othel" provt-s-tons---of--the-Act-are-intended
to guarantee preservation of a building after the ITC; for example, the
abilfty to recapture a percentage of the ITC if an owner sells the·building
earlier than five years after the credit. and the provision which requires
demolitioh of an historit building to be capitalized with the cost of the
land rather than deducted. '

The term ecertified historic structure I is defined to be a structure listed
on the National Register of Historic Places, or a structure located in an
historic district which is listed on the Register and certified by the
Secretary of Interior as historically significant ~the district. In
the case of downtown Juneau. this would describe a majority of buildings
in the proposed district, but only after Juneau has established its
district. documented its individual buildings and received the Register's
certification of the district itself and the construction guidelines
Juneau intend~ to follow. Given the substantial benefits in the Tax Act,
this lends some urgency to the need to proceed with Juneau's landmarks
Ordinance and establishment of the district.

Fed~ral Register Grants-in-aid.' This again 1s a federal funding program
through the Department of Interior, which is authorized to grant improvement
money to certified historic properties on a matching basis, half the total
cost to be paid by the owner. This fund may also be used to fund historic
surveys and historical planning programs by local governments and authorized
agencies. The actual federal appropriation is part of the annual federal
budget, and of course is subject to change from year to year. The level
of funding available to Alaska has been about $500,000 in recent years,
although it is fair to predict that this may decrease as a result of the

•
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federal government's continuing reductions 1n domestic programs; As a
rule, it has taken owners about a year after an initial application to
know whether a grant will be awarded at all. Unsuccessful applicants
i" any fiscal year are free to reapply' for the following year. In .the
past, this time lapse has caused many owners to seek alternative funding;
the uncertainty of continued federal funding levels makes it likely that

. even more owners will do so. Nevertheless, the grants-in-aid has distinct
appeal for Juneau, if not for building rehabilitation, then for completion
of the landmarks survey which is necessary for federal certification of
the historic district. It should also be mentioned that the State of
Alaska administers its own open ~pace development fund which might be
made available to locally match the federal portion of any such grant
(see below).

A aska Hfstorfcal District Revol,,;n Loan Fund. This program 1s created
by the Alaska legis ature to ' e a minlstere y the State Department of
Commerce and Economic Development. Its purpose is restore, improve,
r.habilitate or maintain any structure within anhlstoric district. As
the law is written, certification by the National Register is not
necessarily reqUired. a.lthougha localh1storlcal districtcorri11iSsion,
the Alaska Historic Sites Evaluation Committee and the Department of
Commerce and Economic Development are specifically required to approve
any loan from the fund. Loans from the fund may be made to'building
owners or to municipalities. for individual buildings or for districts
ala whole - even to owners of non-historic buildings that choose to use
borrow money to modify such buildings to conform to an historic style in
the district. loans to districts may not exceed $1.5 miiiion to a singie
district, or $100,000 to an individual building, and are granted for up
to eighty-five percent of collateral~ with a lien on the property
securing the loan. In the fiscal year 1980"-81, $200,000 was appropriated
to the Revolving Fund, most of which has been committed. Future alloca
t10ns to the fund will obvi ous ly depend on demand and on the abi 1i ty of
the State to fund the program.

Outdoor Recreation, Open Space and Historic Properties Development Fund.
The State of Alaska Department of Natural Resources, Division of Parks
a"4 Recreation administers a fund primarily intended to assist localities
inacquiring open space, but which has been broadened to include historic
preservation. Under this program, the State may, on behalf of local
governments, acquire property for parks and open space, the intention being
to pay the local. non-federal share of acquiring and developing such
properties under existing federal matching fund programs. The Department
hiS similar authority to invest in acquisition and preservation programs
for individual properties and districts. although Department policy ·and
funding level is not certain, nor is it certain what the federal funding
level may be for the matching funds made available here. Nevertheless,
the intention of the Development Fund is sound and extremely promising for



beginning historic districts such as Juneau, in making possible an early
. demonstration of improvement, either through individual building restora
tions or with park and open space improvements within the district, some
of which are recommended in this study.

Pending legislation. The Alaska State Office of History and Archeology,
a branch of State Department of Natural Resourc~s, plans to file legisla
tion which enables the Department to make grants of up to seventy-five

.percent of cost of historic properties projects initiated by owners or
communities such as Juneau. If adopted, this legislation will have the
effect of clarifying the Development Act described above, and' removing
the requirement for a federal match, while placing clear emphasis on State
support for local preservation. It is plainly in Juneau's interest to
support such legislation at the State level, whenever proposals such as
this prom; se materica-l-~s-upport formdowntownJuneauand d forindividualsi tes
as well.

The Alaska Historic Preservation Act. This State legislation. was adopted
·'argely i.n response to the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966,

.~~~--~~a_n~d~~~ab~-ass!stancato~Juneaufor its local program. The
State Act creates an Alaska Historic Sites Advisory Committee and designates
the Department of Natural Resources to be the responsible agency for
historic preservation in Alaska. Among other responsibilities, the
Advisory Committee and Department review and approve local preservation
programs and sites for official action by the National Register; a
procedure which establishes a property or district's eligibility for the
federal benefits mentioned above. Piainly, the Advisory Committee and
Department will have considerable authority over, and sympathy for Juneau's
efforts in historic preservation, and are in a position to contribute sub
stantial support for Juneau's historic properties under a variety of State
legislation which relies on prior recommendations of the Committee and
Department. The State Preservation 'Act also prescribes a concern for
local landmarks when State projects are designed or under construction.
it permits the State in certain cases to acquire known historic sites in
order to protect those sites from damage; it institutes a permit procedure
at the State level for most proposed alterations to officially designated
historic sites; and goes on to provide specific powers to local government.
to grant incentives to historic properties in order to assist their
preservation. Among these incentives are the ability of localities to
exempt landmarks from zoning, building code and property tax requirements.

· All in all t the State Historic Preservation Act is of great assistance
to Juneau in its preservation program. not least i~ its creation of the
Office of History and Archeology as an advocate at the State level for
Jocal programs such as Juneau·s. The State office has a specific
obligation to be the liaison between local individuals and governments,
and the State and national governments so far as appropriate programs
and available funding are concerned.
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Financial Incentives

The effect on the Alaska Historic Preservation Act has been to amend
State statutes to provide considerable discretion to local governments
in pursuing historic preservation. Even apart from the Act's specific
exemptions, Juneau has considerable authority to support preservation; .
but the Act's extension of authority to exempt properties from taxes and
zoning and building code restrictions has the effect of vastly expanding
Juneau's ability to select incentives for local property owners, both to
preserve their buildings and to prosper while doing so.

The consultants have already expressed their pr~ference for local
initiative 1n preservation, and their confidence that Juneau can create
effective tncentives that will assist the private sector to contribute
to the program. The incentives described hereafter are by no means an
exhaustive list. Ideally, Juneau will pick and choose among them in order
to assemble the incentives that produce the best and earliest results.
Most properties will require no more than a few incentives in order to
succeed; some may require only short-term incentives; and some properties
may be able to wait some time for further incentives, which allows
Juneau considerable flexibility to prioritize and to time its investments
in preservation.



The incentives listed here, especially those for public works. and housing,
are made with an ~ye to the specific recommendations in the report.
Moreover, it should be clear that some of these incentives benefit ~very

one more or less equally, while others allow Juneau freedom to meet the
needs of individual owners on a case by case basis. Where appropriate,
the following descriptions will add some comment on how these incentives
may be applied.

Tax Relief. State statute now p~rmits localities to exempt properties
from local school and city taxes by ordinance, for the purpose of preserv
ing historic sites, building and monuments. Quite understandably, this
is a power that Juneau is apt to use with some hesitation. On the one
hand, there is the firm democratic principle that all citizens should be
taxed equally, together with concern for the complexities of administra
tion that special taxing arrangements introduce. Add to this the
inevitable effect that, for each tax benefit given, other taxpayers must
shou~der an additional burden. On the other hand, the argument can' be
made that preserving Juneau·s history and preserving the prosperity of
downtown Juneau are legitimate concerns of the entire Borough; and if
creation of a landmark district is simply one of several policies intended
to serve this public purpose, then tax relief is an equally legitimate
device to guarantee its success. In the consultants' opinion, the .
following are useful principles to-follow in considering any tax relief
for landmark properties:

All landmark properties should be appraised at their current use and
condition, not on the basis of a highest and best use theoretically
created by present zoning - especially in the case of a downtown
district, where many existing properties are far too small ever t9
ac~ieve that highest and best use.

Any tax relief granted should be granted on the basis of an equivalent
material return to the public, which is to say, that an owner must
demonstrate an equivalent effort to improve and preserve his property
in exchange for relief. .

Tax relief should be granted only for limited time periods, allowing
the City/Borough both to monitor results from such relief as well
as td recapture the tax benefits from properties which have appreciated
in value as the result of the preservation program.

Tax relief need be granted only in proportion to the actual need of
a property, not necessarily in full.

Tax relief is best granted on the basis of individual hardship.or
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hardship of a class of ownerships, rather than risk applying it
district-wide. In the latter case,the result 1s apt to be a special
privilege to owners with less financial hardship and to owners whose •
properties are less significant historically and are subject to less
stringent controls.

And finally, the incentive purpose of tax relief is usually served
best by combining it with other incentives. For example, relief may
be granted during the repayment.period of a structural improvements
loan or during the early years of an LID that provides street
improvements or soil stabilization. In such cases, tax relief
creates some leverage effect to induce reinvestment in the district
well beyond the value of the tax relief itself.,

Zoning Excestions. A few zoning exceptions have already been recommended
in this stu y (under legislative Actions) and rely on the authority given
J~neau under State statute to make such exceptions. The purpose obviously
is to provide relief to historic properties for real hardships they may
have. in complying with modern zoning standards and to offer them some
marginal advantages over non-historic properties 1n exchange for a commit
ment to preserve their historic integrity. Exceptions may take many
forms, including relief from off-street parking requirements and setback
standards, not to mention the possibility of housing uses that are other
~1se permitted in the landmark's zone. As recommended in this study,
zpn1ng exceptions are best granted on a case by case basis. which allows
Juneau to assess a property' s need and to tailor the exception to the
specific objectives of the landmark Ordinance. Among other zoning
1pcent1ves, there is the ability to permit development rights in the
nistoric district to be transferred outside the district. Since this
4evice raises complicated issues, it is described separately below, but
is not recommended by this study.

Building Code Exceptions. These, too, are not penmitted under State law,
I,nd a general reconmendation has been made above (under legislative

-. Actions) to provide discretionary exceptions for landmark properties.

Dcal landmarks loan Fund. As conceived by the consultants, Juneau's
stor c preservatlon program will force attention to bona fide hardships

for some owners of landmark properties. Whether as a result of deferred
mai ntenance or because of progress i ve soil and structura1 probl ems t ·i t
is in Juneau's interest to attend to these problems as early as possible.
Specific recommendations for a program of structural repairs are made
elsewhere 1n this study and it would be the purpose of the landmarks loan
Fund to assist in such a program. At the most economical level, Juneau
should explore ways to fund at least those properties which have economic
difficulty in maintaining the historic structure itself. At a more generous
level, if the funds are available and once the most threatened properties
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are made sound, the fund can be expanded to finance non-structural improve
ments such as restoration of architectural details or interior alterations.
It is also possible that the fund might be made available to the Juneau'
Landmarks Corrmission in special cases, to carry out repairs to buildings
on an emergency baslsor because a particular project is ,of exceptional
importance to Juneau. · '

Whichever alternative is chosen, it is well to remember that this study
recommends a limited but expandable program for.historic preservation in
Juneau, partly in ~nticipation that there will be individual hardships and
that 1n the beginning there will be limited means in the public sector to
respond to those hardships. One of the more important recommendations,.
therefore, is to investigate the creation of a Juneau Landmarks Loan Fund.
A variety of funding sourceS should be explored for this purpose, which
might include funds from the State Historic District Revolving Fund; frdm
direct appropriations from the City/Borough of Juneau; from private
individuals and corporations; and from any future programs that the State
of Alaska may initiate for historic preservation.

It should also be mentioned that there is a varfety of ways such loan funds
can be made to work. One alternative is that the City/Borough of Juneau
can hold the capital and administer loans itself. Another is that the
City/Borough might employ the interest from loan fund capital invested in
private banks tO,subsidize low interest loans from those banks directl~ to
private owners, which holds out the possibility that a relatively modest,
pubiic fund can generate substantial private sector participation in
preservation. It appears that there may be some tax advantages to
'financial institutions that engage in loan programs of this kind.

Preservation Easements. With this description' of easements and the
transfer of development rights described below, the issues become very
comple~ and no one c.n be said to have written the final word on either
subject. For a useful analysis of preservation easements and their f

value to the Juneau preservation program, the City/Borough should consult
with the State Office of History and Archeology and with the Juneau city
attorney, since considerable case and tax law as well as theory is involved.
The concept of preservation easements is that the public or an agency of
the public may acquire a portion of a private landmark with the purpose
of pre~erving a significant landmark feature. Public title may be
acquired either by purchase or through donation and there are significant
tax advantages to a private owner either way. In the case of purchase, •
the valuation of the remaining property can be very considerably reduced
for property and estate tax purposes, while the property itself can continue
to produce as much or better revenue than before. Donation of an easement
is classified as a charitable bequest and offers still further benefits to
the owner. The easement remains the responsibility of the property owner
to maintain according to the conditions of a covenant of easement which



runs in perpetuity. In the case of donations, the easement valuation ;~

made by the U.S. Internal Revenue Service on the basis of the property .~

fair market value before and after the covenant, and the value can be
substantial.

There is an understandable suspicion on the part of many landmark ownew~

that a preservation easement will seriously compromise their anticipatE~

returns from thei r property t and a1though a great many easements have been
donated for preservation purposes nation-wide, it is difficult to state
that easements are uni versa l1y accepted as tool of preservation. Neverttte-
1ess, Juneau wi 11 do well to explore the easement opt i on for two very ~()od

reasons. First, the donation or sale of an easement brings an immediate
financial advantage to a property owner, especially if that owner is·
dedicated to preservation but requires immediate financing to improve e
property's commercial utility. In downtown Juneau, where many properties
are small ones and many owners can see limited opportunities to SUbStC3rl
tially redevelop their land, easements can be a very fair and producti~e

means to generate pri vate rei nvestment in bus i ness while preserv1 ng bui 1c:ji ngs.
Second, Juneau should not overlook its ability, with the possible fundirlg
assistance from the State of Alaska, to acquire entire properties outr1~ht

and to resell them with a preservation easement attached to the deed. In
such a case, the lower resale co~t of the property wotild constitute a
subsidy for the buyer which should in turn contribute to the financial
success of the property user.

Transfer of Development RiQhts. The continuing debate over local re-z~~1ng,

historical preservation and environmental protection has led to a searc:tJ
for various devices to mi ti gate the effects on property owners who fee l
themselves financially damaged by such legislation. One such device i~

the transfer of development rights, in which it is assumed that a prOpEity
has a known development potential; that a quantifiable portion of that
potential is about to be removed by government. and that 1n mitigation ~f

this, the owner should be allowed,to transfer those development rights to
anoth~r owner who can add them to'his own rights 1n exchange for a fee.
Using downtown Juneau as an example, properties in the historic district
once had the loni ng ri ghts to, be redeveloped as buil di ngs whi ch set baclc:
four feet from the street property line but are of virtually unlimited
height; this despite the fact th~t a large number of properties 1n the
district are very small ones and have little prospect of being redevel~ped

in this way.

In theory at least, these are very substantial development rights. whictl
i nvi tes the quest ions of whether their va1ue can be used to, support bu ~i ness
and support preservation. The ans,wer raises complex problems which ag..cin
should be discussed using the Juneau example. The first problem is ho~ to
set a va 1ue on a property' s unused deve lopment ri ghts, since many of tllese
rights cannot realistically be used except in the unlikely prospect th4lit
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a single developer can buyout an entire block at a time and construct
a project of unlimited height. This problem in turn raises the question
of whether, within the same zone, larger properties can claim greater
development value or whether every property's rights are the same. Assuming
thfs problem to be satisfactorily met, the next problem is to place a
dollar value on those rights and to find a buyer for them. Valuing th~

rights is potentially problematical, since the value of a large new
building might reasonably be modified by the public's need to construct
improved roadways and expand utility services, all at the il1Jl1edi'ate
expense of Juneau's present tax base or at a direct cost to the developer
himself.

The problem of finding a buyer is equally difficult and raises new questions.
At p.resent, zoning around the histori.c district is sufficiently intense
that no one in that zone has any need to purchase additional rights. Out
side the zone, there appears to be sufficient undeveloped property that
little market exists for a sale of development rights compared to what
mar~et might exist if Juneau were crowded with development and land prices
were accordingly very high, in which case added development might be attac
tiv,. Moreover, most cities have found difficulty 1n transferring develop
ment rights indiscriminately, since by their nature, transfers of such
rights involve an opportunity somewhere tobuild buildings much larger than
their zon1ng would otherwise permit. For example, in Juneau's case, if
dev~lopment rights were to be sold out of downtown Juneau to sites in the
Gol~ Creek delta area, Juneau would have lost its power to control develop
ment effectively in that area, together with its ability to control street
and utility expenditures in that area. Moreover, the degree of developme~t
this encourages might soon compromise Juneau's purpose in creating the
downtown district, which is to encourage bus1ness development primarily in
the existing downtown.

It ~.n be seen that transfers of development rights raise genuine problems
for comprehens1ve planning and will require very sensitive planning
decisions before they can be used and even before they can be made market
abl.. Despite the problems raised here, however, the fact remains that
downtown Juneau has some unused development rights that under certain
cir~umstances represent'a dollar value. If it were possible to apply this
dollar value to preserving downtown buildings and downtown prosperity,
it would be wise to convert those rights to dollars and to include them
as .n incentive. At present, the best that can be recommended here is
to defer the questions of development rights transfers until after adoption
of ~he new comprehensive plan, when the usefulness of such transfers can
be better evaluated. Any landmark ordinances adopted between now and then
can",llow development rights transfers from landmark properties conditioned
on future actions by the City/Borough to establish the value of such rights
to designate areas within the Borough where such transfers may be used in
accordance with the Comprehensive Plan.
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projectopportunities

A number of supportive projects, both public and private, are described
in the reconmendations of this study, and many more will no doubt be • •
suggested by the 1maginat,1ons of Juneau's citizens. It should be sufficient
here to list a few of these possibilities and ways in which they might be
funded" having in mind the experience of numerous other cities that
private investment' responds generously to a demonstration of publ ic interest,
particularly when public investment is directed to making a neighborhood
more visible and more attractive.

PublicProjects

It should be kept in mind that public investment, whether or not a
district is historic, is an absolute contribution to property values and
to local morale. The prospect of contributing improvements to a downtown
historic district simply establishes a priority for downtown that
simultaneously lends momentum to its new historic district. Unlike the
incentives described so far, 'public improvements are beneficial to all
property owners in the district equally, not only to the most needy
owners or most significant buildings& Among many possibilities, the
consultants have recommended several of the following improvements:

Parks and Open Space. It has already been stated that one of downtown
Juneau's distinguishing virtues is the continuous density of its street
frontages. Granting that as a fixed quality ·to be preserved, there are
yet two specific areas where open space development can provide impetus
for private improvements, the first at Front and Franklin and the second
at the east side of City Hall.

The first of these would create a pedestrian sanctuary at the prominent
intersection of Front and Franklin where today there is a regrettable
break in Franklin Streetls otherwise continuous line of buildings. It is
stroQgly recommended that early attention be given to repairing this gap
with some kind of open space development, which can be designed to combine
additional sheltered public space with expanded commercial use and continued
service access to the adjacent buildings. Two schematic suggestions for
such a development are given in the accompanying illustrations. which might
be funded with a combination of public funds; private gifts and investment
by abutting cOlTlYlerc1al owners. Gifts of art and the inclusion of historic
Juneau displays would justify a valid public interest in project funding
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and make this area a positive contribution, both to local pride and to
visitor interest in the downtown.

The second project, adjacent to C1 ty Ha11, woul d convert the present ba.ck
alley atmosphere of Shattuck Way to an integral continuation of Juneau's
'retai1 street network. Its effect would be to nearly double the
possibility for retail frontages within the district by making Shattuck
Way and its pedestrian alley connection from Franklin a positive attraction
to pedestrians. Ideally, this would involve establishing a pedestrian
entrance into City Hall somewhere along Shattuck Way itself. Currently
unused and fenced-off portions of the east-west connecting alley could
profitably become outdoor (or even enclosed) retail or food service fronts,
which in turn would counteract its current abandonment to occasional truckS
and indigents. There is no reason to assume that improvements to the
street surface, remodeling of store buildings and City Hall itself, or
publ ic art works would negate the area's current use for loading and
parking. Following the principle stated for the pedestrian mall, neither
of these activities' is· incompatible with a successful pedestrian space,
which this one can easily become. Some of these improvements can rely
on private initiative, but considerable encouragement would be given by
the City/Borough government if initial improvements were to be made to
the City Hall itself and to the street surfacing as a public investment.

Street Improvements. Sidewalk improvements throughout the downtown will
create an immediate effect of uniform improvements, that call attention to
the district as a whole and accomplish what 1n some areas is long-needed
maintenance. The consultants' recommendation is to install new concrete
sidewalks whose joint pattern recalls the wooden boarding that originally
served for streets and sidewalks along Franklin and Front Streets. A
jointing pattern of lines perpendicular to the storefronts and curb,
about 12 inches on center, would confonm to the original scale of Juneau's
plank streets. Ideally, this jointing pattern would extend to the road
ways as well as the sidewalks at any time the roadway surfaces are replaced.
It would be inappropriate to introduce non-traditional materials such as
brick or tile into the district at this later date, which present difficulties
for future repairs ·and are less acceptable pedestrian surfaces in climates
such as Juneau·s. A probable source of funding is apt to be a combination
of a district LID with available street and arterial improvement funds.
(Special care should be taken not to seek funding that imposes standards
incompatible with those of the district, such as street widening or

. inappropriate lighting systems. The State Historic Preservation Act
should be of some assistance 1n obtaining exceptions to such standards.)

Street Closures. These have been widely discussed within Juneau and among
the consultants. According to several questionnaire responses, there is
sonle sentiment in Juneau for conversion of some downtown streets to
pedestrian malls. The consultants themselves have the feeling that street
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congestion in the downtown (relatively minimal as it is) contributes to the
atmosphere of commercial activity that identifies downtown Juneau as the
city's favorite marketplace. As long as traffic 1s not too fast through
the district, which congestion guarantees, then the mixture of men and
machines is not ruinous to Juneau's atmosphere. Moreover, many buildings
and businesses are wholly reliant on short-term street parking and loading,
which street closures might severely restrict.

For these reasons, together with the circdlation problems mentioned in
the Circulation and Parking section earlier, the consultants prefer to
recommend a demonstration project for Front Street only at this time.
(Shattuck Way and South Seward might be added at a later time.) This
project would involve temporary closure of Front Street during off-peak
hours, for example, between 10 am and 4 pm, and on Saturdays and Sundays.
Lanes for limited loading service and fire access could then be kept open,
as well as access for elderly and handicapped shoppers. This demonstra
tion for a limited period, will show what parking adjustments are necessary
and whether the pedestrian street closure really results in increased
business.

Obviously, the street closure concept will work far better when parking is
developed on the district perimeter, and some allowance should be made for
the experience of other cities, which is that pedestrian malls generate
an e~rly surge in business which tapers off after about a year, once the
novelty has worn off.

Street Lighting and Utility Improvements. In this category, there are two
areas for public investment, one for general street lighting over the
roadways, the other under the district's continuous canopies. In addition
to these, there is the question of whether to relocate existing power and
telephone wiring underground or in some way improve their present appearance.
Street lighting and utility poles are of course interrelated, since most
lighting systems are pole mounted, which usually means that poles will
remain even if wires are moved below ground. Underground wiring and service
connections to individual buildings can prove quite costly, 1t should be
pointed out, and raises some doubts whether this should be an early invest
ment in the district at all, since it might take years to payoff this
investment and there is little certainty that undergrounding would show
a sizable profit at the cash register (particularly when compared with
other possible investments such as structural repairs or repainting).

Nationally, other .historic districts have approached utility poles either
as historic realities that should be kept or as aesthetic atrocities that
had to be removed. As a result, some have kept their utility poles, some
have not. In Juneau's situation, the consultants propose that the utility
poles be retained for now. But 1n doing so, Juneau should seriously
consider replacing its present cobra-head light fi~tures with street
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lighting closer to pedestrian level and conforming better with traditional
11ght fixtures, which were generally incandescent lamps with sheet metal
$~ades suspended over the roadway on span wires. Bracket mounted fixtures,
about twenty feet above the roadway and on the utility poles, would be a
~ery plausible compromise today. At the same time, the existing wiring
pattern between poles and to individual properties can be reorganized far
mare neatly than at present; it 1s obvious that there is little apparent
Justification for the clutter of wiring that has accumulated along
Juneau's streets over the years. ~

Finally, the lighting of sidewalks 1s exclusively the job of light fixtures
Qn the soffits of downtown's canopies, which should be made a matter of
qniform fixture standards, both of fixture design and spacing. In combin
.tion with sidewalk improvements, this canopy lighting will provide a
$trong accent to historic Juneau's retail frontages.

parkinfi Oevelo~. The need to provide parking support downtown with
o~ wit out an ~fstoric district (but especially if the historic district
1$ to be a success), is an essential part of the consultants' recommenda
t10ns. Although it may wrongly anticipate the outcome of the pending
comprehensive plan, this recommendation recognizes that convenient· access
to the downtown historic district is essential to its success.

Parking development might take many forms; what is recommended here
consists of at least two locations, one north and one south of the down
tpwn center, both of them in permanent structures. Because both develop
ments will benefit a far larger area than the downtown historic district,
It seems ap~ropriate to look to pu~lic bonds to provide construction
funding as well as acquisition of property. If any portion of these is
revenue bonds, servicing would have to be provided through a combination
of parking tar1fs, some long-term leasing of stalls and local assessments.
It should be noted, however, that reliance on some of these sources works
against the principle. of free and easy access for the general public. It
1, also quite possible to view funding for each development separately if

; away may be found to secure some State participation in funding that
. portion of parking which lies closest to the State office complex. Since
Q"e of the major causes for the scarcity of retail parking downtown is
the use of existing facilities by long-tenm parking for State Capital
operations, there is arguably some justice 1n this approach. If the
State might be persuaded to join in a parking program,. either through
contributions to capital costs or by leasing a certain number of spaces
1n a completed structure, the cost of Juneau taxpayers might be considerably ·
rtduced.

Whatever the source of funding, it 1~ clear that some kind of systematic
parking development will be viewed as a major. incentive to reinvestment in
the downtown district, and an overwhelming number of response to the



historic development questionnaire confirm this reconmendation. A
further alternative, which can be better assessed by the comprehensive
plan, is that the State develop additional parking for employees and
visitors som~where to the north of the present State offfce buildings
and possibly usable as shared parking with the convention facility. The
effect should be to reduce the capital's parking pressure on downtown
as well as associated traffic impacts.

Soil and Foundation Stabilization. Downtown Juneau has two distinct
structural conditions, either of which in time may result in the loss
of significant buildings. East of Franklin there are known earth slide
areas which progressively threaten a number of buildings in the proposed
district. It has been recommended that/the City/Borough undertake a
program to correct this condition. Although specific cures have not
been identified by prior studies, it seems probable that a system of
-hillside drainage will relieve the worst of the problem. It should be
recognized that this soil condition affects not only those buildings in
the historic district alone. Existing residences on this slope are equa11y
threatened, and the ability to build either commercial or residential
buildings in this centrally positioned area is seriously compromised by'
.s01l conditions. ,

It will be recognized that correcting this problem 1s a substantial
incentive to maintaining adjacent buildings in the historic .district as
well as adding immeasurably to property values uphill and outside the
district. With that in mind it seems proper that the work be initiated
as soon as possible and that it be performed as an LID with the coopera
tion of the owners who are benefited. Under ideal circumstances, such an
LID might be combined with redevelopment along Gastineau, such as new
housing, which might justify some form of tax increment financing. But
if that is not immediately likely, the seriousness of the earth slide
problem indicates a need for inmediate - possibly temporary - measures
to correct the problem.

West of Franklin, a considerable number of buildings still rely on
i piling foundations which over the years will require repair or replace

ment. It is known that some buildings 1n the area beyond the original
shoreline are in urgent need of foundation repairs. This study has
recommended that further engineering studies be undertaken to identify
what problems there are, what remedies are necessary and at what cost,
and whether the City/Borough should share a portion of the costs. Since
this area is almost fully built up, repairs are likely to be possible
only on a buflding-by-building schedule, and it 1s therefore appropriate
that low-interest loans be made available for these repairs, if at all

. possible, to the individual owners. In cases of extreme financial hard
ship, and when a structure is of significant importance to t~e district,
the City/Borough should consider making repairs under its emergency powers.
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In either circumstance, the determination to preserve the downtown's
integrity with 'structural repair programs benefits the district as a whole
and is rightly seen to be an area-wide incentive for preservation.

Housing Programs. Earlier in this study, the consultants recommended
encouragement of new housing in the Juneau downtown area. A number of
perceptiverespon~e to the historic development questionnaire also
identified greater residential density as being critical to the downtown's
future prosperity. It must be assumed that greater density will not
occur without a determined effort by government to encourage residential
maintenance and new construction. The 1976 Housing Study by the City/
Borough planning staff estimated that at the present growth rate, Juneau
has an annual need for 362 housing units to meet the housing demand. Yet
since 1977, new home construction (other than mobile homes) has declined
to less than 270 annually.

Housing programs are beyond the scope of the present study, of course, but
a few significant opportunities may be identified. As to funding, thE!
merging of most federal housing programs into Community Development Block
Grants and the subsequent reduction of Block Grant funding makes housing
programs more difficult than formerly. •

Assuming Juneau makes uSe of Block Grant funding for housing a priority,
then it is worth using such funding as a combined incentive both for
housing and for historic preservation. A number of buildings 1n~r near
the historic district are partly occupied by housing, much of it in poor
condition and still more of it being converted to office use. In future
housing studies, Juneau should investigate the effects of givfng preference
to owners who restore or add housing in designated landmarks. Preference
may take many fonms, including tax benefits, priority for improvement
loans, foundation stabilization programs and access to State-awarded
grants-in-aid and the revolving loan fund. Soil stabilization with public
monies, which was mentioned above. might also be used as a land cost
subsidy 1n cases where new housing is built in the stabilized area.

If the State Capital remains in Juneau - which appears a distinct possibility 
then it should be remembered that the capital is not only an asset to
Juneau, it is also an impact to be absorbed. This includes the housing'
impact, and it therefore seems reasonable that at some point the State
will recognize the need'to assist Juneau with i.ts housing program. Whatever
funding sources are found, the first principle should be to subsidize
private in1 tiative rather than embark on a publ ic bui lding program. The
areas south and east of the proposed historic district are the most inviting,
though not necessarily the only sites for new residences, because they will
directly support downtown and still be within walking distance of retail
stores. They therefore pose less of a traffic and parking problem to down
town than more remote development.



, Private Initiatives

A sure sign of success for historic preservation is the appearance of
private individuals willing to invest time and money in celebrating the
community's history. This participation can take many forms, ranging
from making major repairs to an historic building, or building a
sensitively designed new building in the district, to organizing a parade
on Juneau's birthday. Since some of these private initiatives are
genuine incentives, it is well to include some examples here of how
government and the private sector can combine to make them a benefit
to an entire district.

Main Street Program. The National Trust for Historic Preservation for
several years has given its attention to community business district~
that are traditional centers of commerce in their region, but are 1~

need of upgrading and economic encouragement 1n order to preserve t~eir

competitive position. The Trust's approach, which it calls its 'Main
Street Program' is practical and hard-headed in its perception that
downtown preservation must rely on active participation by interested
building owners and businessmen for whom preservation of buildings ;s but
one component in the renewal formula.
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A descriptive article from the National Trust is included in the Appendix
to this study, and the consultants strongly recommend its approach both
as a way to bring downtown businessmen together and as an indication of
ho~ these businessmen can set achievable goals for Juneau's downtown.
Many of the National Trust's suggestions correspond with recommendations
contained in this report and rely heavily on the determination of the
private sector to carry them out. In outline form, the Trust uses this
approach:

1. Organize local merchants, business people, city officials and
civic groups into a collective effort to revitalize and
preserve the district.

2. Initiate a paint-up, fix-up program in the district, especially
in its building fronts, to create .a unified and attractive
image of quality.

3. Promote downtown through improved advertisi ng and special
events, to generate new interest in the historic commercial
district.

4. Develop a healthy and competitive mix of goods and services
in the district, by recruiting stores, services and profes
sional offices and by developing housing - all of which is
the pattern of activity needed for survival.

The Trust has been directly involved in Main Street programs in a
number of Ameri~an cities and towns and has the practical experience
and the explanatory materials that should attract the interest of
Juneau's downtown businessmen. Because the Trust's Main Street
coordinators are themselves business people, there is little danger
thlt their recommendations to Juneau will result 1n an unbalanced
relationship between preservation enthusiasm and commercial realities.
The consultants therefore recommend that downtown Juneau do organize
itself around the historic district proposal and familiarize itself
wit~ the Main Street program as soon as possible.

Private and Corporate Gifts. To suggest just a few, these might
include permanent gifts to the downtown district such as totem poles
or artwork for open spaces; private funding for street furniture such
as benches or landscaping; private financing for special fixtures such
as street lighting and even specially designe4 manhole covers (as
Se_tt1e has done); public reader boards for notices and advertisements;
an4. last but not least. donations of property for public use.
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A Paint-up Fix-up Program. Specific guidelines have been proposed in
the Guidelfnes chapter that are calculated to produce a pronounced effect
on downtown Juneau's image. The colors chosen are intentionally bright
ones, for the very good reason that Juneau's climate is already gray and
that manmade color will do much to counteract the feelings that the
climate inevitably induces. Although not strictly historic, these colors
are well adapted to the style of architecture common to downtown" Juneau .•
A coordinated effort by downtown owners to repair and repaint existing
buildings will produce an immediate effect of public interest and local
confidence that by itself will outweigh many of the more ponderous programs
that will take years to show results. The consultants urge an early
beginning for such a program.

In connection with this work, it would be ideal to restore some building
facades that have unfortunately been remodeled in aluminum and glass or
stucco, far removed from their traditional styles. For a further example,
windowless side walls and even windowless storefront walls (there are •
prominent examples at the Franklin and Marine Way intersection) can be •
effectively relieved-by good paint colors and can "even introduce historical
subject matter into the repainting. Indian native motifs, or reproductions
of old photographs or line drawings, for example, might be found appropriate
by the landmarks Commission, not'to mention well-executed painted signs.

New and Infill BUildings. As was pointed out earlier, the district
boundaries have been positioned in such a way that new construction on
the boundaries of the district will be encouraged to reflect the historical
development in the district itself. Not only architectural style, but
the continuity of retail frontages is the objective here, as a few
examples may illustrate. At Seward and Front Street, there is an
extensive parking area that once contained a continuous line of store
front buildings. Removing these buildings has caused considerable
visual damage to one of the downtown's major points of entry. If and
when this area is redeveloped, every attempt should be made to return
the building mass to the sidewalk edges as it was before. This would
effectively add an entire block to downtown's apparent width, an
effect that will repair the abandoned appearance of downtown's eastern
boundary, and add important mass to downtown's retail floor space.
Best of all, it will provide encouragement to redevelop shop frontages
along both Front and Seward Streets, where relatively few pedestrians
are now encouraged to go.

Across Front Street, where the City/Borough is contemplating a parking
development, the same rule should apply, that building bulk should extend
to the sidewalk and that shops should be included if at all possible.

• •

i·



Mention has already been made of City Hall's opportunities to impro~e

Shattuck Way, with the hoped for result that new shopfront development
will be encouraged along that street. Even a few show' windows along any
of these streets, and preferably entire shops or second entrances, would
create the instant impression that downtown Juneau had doubled in size.
All these alternatives are to be strongly encouraged.

Artwork and Exhibits. Mention has already been made of the possibility
of artwork and displays, whether publicly or privately funded. It remains
to suggest some prominent locations for such contributions. The district
has two prominent 'gateways', one at Front and South Main. another at
Ferry Way and South Franklin. In former years. Juneau had irnposin.g dis
plays of totem poles at such locations, which strongly suggests that this
be done once again. The district' has one very prominent 'node' at the
Franklin and Front Street intersection, where the consultants have
suggested an open space development. Once again, this node offers ~n

effec!ive setting for artwork at least of the scale of totem poles. The
Shattuck Way court beside City Hall presents a different problem because
of canopies and service vehicle circulation, and yet this area als~ offers
recesses for substantial three-dimensional artwork as well as for ~ell

executed low relief or painted murals. These can occur either on p~bl1c

or private property, but the impetus to install artwork will almost
certainly come from the private sector.

More fragile displays, such as photographs or memorabilia require s~eltered

spaces and might be located at the proposed Franklin Street shelter, at
a remodeled City Hall entrance on Shattuck Way or even in a remodel~d shop
front, if there is a shop and the necessary funding available. In any of
these spaces, it should be kept in mind that antique industrial equipment,
whether from mines, utilities or packing plants, has considerable interest
for visitors.

A Plague Program. Once historic districts are established and catch
the eye of visitors, it is important to identify what the history is
and what sites are important. In other districts elsewhere, there
have been extensive programs to install plaques on significant buildings
and throughout districts, very often as a product of private initiative
and private funding. These programs involve numbers of people in
research, in writing text and in actually producing and mounting the
plaques. Juneau would profit considerably from such a program, not
least by providing a wider opportunity to citizens to become directly
involved in the district.
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Walking Tours. Juneau already boasts some excellent published walking
tQurs, but it might be pointed out that, once there is an established
l.ndmarks program, these can be readily combined with the plaque program
and film exhibits to provide an even greater historical intimacy. During
the tourist season these can be integrated into personally conducted
tQ~rs by private groups of volunteers.

Program Assistance. The City/Borough should always make it possible to
accept and give public credit for contributions to its preservation
programs. If a bank consortium, for example, were to become involved
i" g1 vi ng preserva t ion loans or hous·i ng loans. they wou 1d ri ch1y deserve
credit for their participation. Juneau should also a~tively invite
in4ividual and corporate gifts for public improvements as well as
contributions to loan funds for the district or for housing. 'When there
are tax advantages for such giving, the City/Borough should make that
known to potential givers.

District Promotion. The consultants have recommended that there be a
private organization established to promote t~e rehabilitation of down
tQ~n, to actively solicit improvement funds and to encourage new business
to locate in the historic district. In order to function effectively,
arid because historic preservation programs are a specialized area, such
a~ organization will require some full time staffing. Since success for
t~is program will benefit Juneau directly through taxes and private re
investment, it is appropriate for the City/Borough to subsidize a portion
01 this staffing, at least in the early years of the district. As a
cQnj):1ned incentive from the private sector and the Juneau government,
t~1s program will be invaluable.

Second partf Investment. A number of private investment brokers in recent
years have nvestigated the tax shelter advantages of historic preserva
ttO". As a result. a number of syndicated investment groups have been
fonned to purchase and rehabilitate historic properties for the benefit
that provides the syndicate 1n tax advantages. Juneau may well offer an
opportunity to groups of this kind once Juneau's landmarks are certified
as eligible for the 1981 Income Tax Credit. If so, historic preservation
may'produce some beneficial resales or partnerships and additional rehabil
itation activity·which would not otherwise have occurred.



Classification ofstructures and Construction
Guidelines
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Classification ofstructures

It was recommended above that Juneau supplement the general standards in
its Ordinance with standards it adopts by administrative rule. These
are properly more detailed and can take better account of historic
Juneau's special circumstances. In order to distinguish Juneau's standards
from those of the Secretary of Interior» the Juneau standards will here-·
after be tenmed Construction Guidelines, and it is expected the Guidelines
will govern approval of any building permit for a project on a designated
landmark property.

•The consultants recommend that the Juneau landmarks Ordinance charge the
landmarks Commission to accomplish three specific tasks within one year
after the creation of the Junea~ Ordinance. Each task will then be subject
to final review and endorsement by the Assembly. These tasks are:



To complete documentation for each building in the downtown
district, which is most efficiently done by completed applica
tion forms from the National Register, one for each property;
and

To assign categories of significance to each individual buildin~~

usin~ the Secretary of Interior's Standards for Evaluation, whic~

are reproduced below; and

To draft Construction Guidelines for historic properties which
will control modifications and new construction on designated
lahdmark sites.
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ITo be eligible for historic preservation certifications, pursuant ~o the
Tax Reform Act of 1976, structures within districts listed in the National
Register are reviewed by the Secretary for conformance to the fol1o~ing

established "Standards for Evaluating Structures within Historic Districts".

The Construction Guidelines suggested below are intended primarily t~

protect significant buildings, although several guidelines (e.g., si~ns,

and new construction) apply to all buildings or to new construction ~nly.

The Commission is free to allow exceptions for certain buildings that are
of relatively little significance in the district, when such excepti~ns

will relieve a hardship and when the exception will not result in 1Jlcom
patibility with the district's.purpose.

The standards to be followed are those of the U.S. Secretary of IntErior,
and for convenience are r~produced here.

The Secretary of Interior's Standards for Evaluating Structures Wit~in
Historic Districts.

A. A structure contributing to the historic significance of a
district is one which by location, design, setting, materials, work
manship, feeling, and association adds to the district's sense of
time and place and historical development.

B. A structure not contributing to the historic significance of a
district is one which detracts from the district's sense of time and
place and historical development intrinsically, or when the integrity
of the original design or individual architectural features or spaces
have been irretrievably lost.

c. Ordinarily structures that have been built within the past 50
years shall not be considered eligible unless a strong justificat1o~

concerning their historical or architectural merits is given.
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TheConstruction Guidelines

6. Restoration and rehabilitation of designated buildings should
adhere as strictly as possible to the precedent of Juneau's
historic styles. .

7. The visible use of modern, non-historic materials in rehabili
tation and new construction must be reasonably limited,
although specific exceptions may occasionally be made on a
showing of structural necessity and of conformity with the
character of a particular building.

8. New construction within designated areas should honor in its
design the architectural precedents of historic Juneau
including the definable elements of Juneau's historic street
scape.

I
j.

----~

1. Historic Juneauls predominantly composed of modest construction,
principally wood and some concrete.

2. Most of this construction, particularly in the proposed historic
district, was not intended to have a long life and many properties
are nearing the time for reinvestment.

3. It is probable that many buildings 1n the downtown face consider
able foundation and soil stability problems.

4. In general, the dominant style of Juneau's historic buildings is
anonymous and unpretentious; Juneau's historical vernacular was
limited, by available technology to a limited range of elements:
clapboard and drop siding; later stucco veneer was added on
remodelings; standard size double-hung windows; shingle and
composition roofs, etc. In the downtown area, sidewalk
canopies, parapet walls and continuous shop fronts are typical.

5. In the downtown area, the street enclosure created by the aggre
gation of usually small and unpretentious buildings is a bona fide
inheritance from Juneau's past, and uniquely contributes as much
to the architectural effect of downtown as the individual
buildings contribute to the street.

A. Rationale for Guidelines

Clearly, the Construction Guidelines cannot depart from the general
standards in the Ordinance. However, the consultants believe that
Juneau has special characteristics not fully foreseen by the Secretary's
Standards; characteristics which must be thoughtfully reviewed by

.Juneau's administrators in developing the Guidelines and by the Alaska
Historic Preservation Officer in reviewing their adequacy. The following
outline for proposed guidelines is not intended to be final or complete,
but is offered as an aid to these efforts.
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9. Demolition of designated buildings should be permitted only
. when there is a reasonable showing that a building is irretriev

ably deteriorated or damaged, and that the cost of restoration
would exceed a reasonable percentage of its completed value.

10. Notwithstanding item 9, internal demolition or modifications of
designated buildings should be permitted so long as its purpose
is to extend the economic life of the building as a whole; so
long as demolition or modification does not unnecessarily
involve designated interior elements of the building (if an);
and so long as the resulting appearance from the street conforms
to guidelines for the designated property or district as a ~hole.

B. Restoration and Rehabilitation

1. Structural repairs and alterations shall be performed so as to
preserve the historical outward appearance of the building.
In the case of a building having major portions of its historical
exterior already removed, structural repairs shall be performed
so as not to preclude a future return to its historical design •.

~. New materials on exterior walls shall match as closely as possible
the original material used on the building, in choice of material,
in dimension and in finish. Exception may be· made in the case of
partial repairs to buildings which were formerly wood siding
extensively reclad in stucco.

3. Roofing materials 'shall generally reflect the original out~ard

appearance of the roof. Exception may be made to install metal
roofing where the choice of color and finish is compatible with
district guidelines.

4. Windows shall conform in outward appearance to the style and
materials of windows in the original building (typically double
hung wood sash in individual or paired openings). New or
replaced openings shall be s4bject to the same guidelines. and
new or replacement sash {e.g!, insulating sash) shall match as
nearly as possible the original dimensions and subdivisions of
glazing ~riginal to the building.

5. Windows and entrances at sidewalk level and on major streets
shall conform as nearly as possible to the original design of
the building. In order to preserve the appearance of continuous
retail frontages in the downtown district, glazed openings shall
generally open directly from the sidewalk to the adjacent
commercial space. Exception may be made where owners can show
an inability to conform due to unique conditions of the building
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Y0279 (B)
G594A (A)
B761M
V048A (A)
R132R (B)+
R0195D (B)
8794p·

BG645W
8794P
Y398A (A)

"Agate Gray"
IISteel"
"Obsidian"

"Golden Brown"
"P1neneedle"
"Rea1 81 ue II

"Tulip Purple'8
ilCranappleu

OIVibrant Orange18

"Steel"

White
Gray
Black

Body Colors

Yellow
Green
Blue
Purple
Red
Orange
Gray

Trim Colors

Color numbers refer to Pratt &Lambert calibrated color system.

· such as exis~1ng structural co~d1tions or a building historically
without openings toward the sidewalk. A proposed change of use
(e.g., from retail to storage use) shall not justify an exception,
and shall require that a building employ mitigating elements,
(e.g., show windows) to satisfy this guideline.

6•. Architectural trim elements (e.g., moldings, cornices, columns,
pilasters, brackets, etc.) shall be maintained 1n good repair
and not permanently removed from a building. Where substantial
replacement is required because of deterioration or repairs, such
trim shall be replaced in kind" New trim on buildings that
historically can show no precedent 1s generally unacceptable.
Where exceptions are made, they shall be based on suitability
to the building itself and shall conform in dimension and detail
with precedents found on comparable buildings or within.the
district.

7. Exterior colors shall be chosen either on the basis of color
original to the building or from a range of acceptable colors to
be established by the Historical Commission. Exceptions may be
granted only with approval by the Historical Commission~ The
following color standards shall be permitted outright and are to
be preferred: All siding, wood trim and windows are to be
painted. No natural or stained wood shall be permitted. except
that wood doors may be varnished. Building 'body cQlors' may
be as selected by owner, except that it is preferred that this
coior not be sim1lar to adjacent buildings. Trim colors may be
as selected by owner. Body and trim colors shall be one each
from the following list:
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8. In the downtown district, sidewalk canopies shall be preserved and
maintained in good repair. Alterations and new construction shall
not result in removal of existing canopies unless such canopies
are replaced, either in kind or in a fashion similar to that used
by other buildings in the district and acceptable to the Conmission.

C. New Construction: Building Additions and Replacement

1. Designated buildings replaced entirely or in part, and new
additions to existing designated buildings shall generally conform
to the guidelines for the rehabilitation of buildings, by conform
ing in scale, architectural style, sidewalk l~vel uses, and
material with historic precedent in the subject building or 1n
the immediate historic district. The following elements are to
be preferred:

Sidewalk Canopies (marquees): shall be continuous with
those of adjacent buildings; not more than 1'-0" in
thickness and approxim~tely g'-O" above the sidewalk.
Siding: shall be horizontal wood siding of 111 x 6" vee
joint'drop siding or of beveled siding, and having wood
corner boards of 1" x 4" or 1" x6"; all to be painted
finish. . .

Exterior Finishes: shall be wood or exposed concrete
only.

Projecting Cornices: are to be strongly encouraged, and
shall project at least 18", preferably with brackets,
and having either a molded or rectangular profile.

Windows: shall be, or closely match, existing 3 foot.x
5 foot sash in th.e district, arranged singly or 1n pairs
only and not in continuous bands. Bay windows above the
street floor are permitted, and shall project no more
than 3'-0" from the existing plane of the building.
Existing windows may not be covered or filled. Metal
windows are not acceptable, unless in the judgment of
the Commission, they are found to match in size,
proportion, color and detail, the wood sash typical to
the historic district. Shop and street front windows
shall be plate glass with subdivisions generally no less
than 4'-0" ;n width.

2. New construction in the historic district shall not exceed in
height the maximum height of buildings elsewhere in blockfront
of the subject property, or no higher than the building it replaces,
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whichever is greater, (NeB., see the discussion above under
Zoning Modifications)5

o. Signage and Street Fixtures

The intent of this section is to recreate the historic character of
signs and to develop some continuity with each other as well as the
past.

1. Building and business identification signing shall confonn to the
following. Other locations and materials than those listed are
prohibited. Existing non-conforming signs may be replaced only
with confonming signs:
a) In the flane of storefronts. painted signs which may be

externa 1y illuminated on1yo
b) Beneath sidewalk canopies, signs that are perpendicular to

the plane of storefronts, either painted with external
illumination or internally illuminated, but in no case
shall the bottom of the sign extend below a point eight (8)
feet above the finished sidewalk.

c) Within three 3 feet of the interior surface of lazed
openlngs, nterna y umlnated signs are not permitted,
except for neon signs, which are permitted. Painted and
carved signs are permitted.

d) Pro"ected 51 ns on buildin fronts, shaii project no farther
t an our eet rom t e ront plane of the building.
On principal streets above sidewalk canopies, such signs
shall be stationary; may extend the full height of the
building above the canopy; and may be one of three kinds:
externally illuminated, neon. or internally illuminated,
but the latter only as to lettering and symbols (the
'field' surrounding lettering and symbols may not be
internally illuminated). On side streets and alleys,
without canopies, the same shall apply, except the
projecting signs may not extend below fourteen (14) feet
above the finished sidewalk or roadway surface directly
below.

e) On the face of bUildin~s. signs may be fixed directly to
the building. Externa 1y illuminated, neon or internally
illuminated letters and symbols (only) are permitted:
Painted messages and artwork directly on building walls
shall first be approved as to appropriateness of style and
subject matter by the Historical Commission.

f) siyns within or fixed to canopy edges shall not be internally
11 um1nated and shall not extend past the bottom or one (1)
foot above the top of the canopy fascia.



ANTIQUE OLIVE BOLD

abtdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
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ANTIQUE OLIVE SEMIBOLD
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2. Signs identifying buildings or principal uses within buildings
should be of the stationary kind applied to the surface of the
building, with or without external illumination, and such signs
shall be preferred to any alternative.

3. Off-premise signs are not permitted.
4. Where City ordinances governing sign locations and construction

are more restrictive, such ordinances shall govern.
5. Street clocks, either free standing or affixed to the exterior of

buildings, are permitted, except that such permission shall not
include clocks of the digital type and shall not be construed
to include signs otherwise prohibited herein where combined
with clocks.

• 6. lettering style and symbols shall be appropriate to the building's
style and shall generally be simple in outline and execution.
Use of graphic styles for 'picturesque' purposes, when -such styles
have no historic precedent in Juneau, shall generally be prohibited.
The following letter faces shall be permitted outright. Exceptions
shall be permitted only with Commission approval.
The following typefaces only are recommended for exterior signs:

•

for sans serif -

for serif -

For decorative 
or antique

Antique Olive Semibold or Bold p.22
Helvetica p.82-88
Century Schoolbook Bold p.44
Cooper Black p.56
Windsor Bold p.128
Egyptienne Bold p.62
Zipper p.130

3. Portions of designated buildings which are damaged, deteriorated
or unsafe may be demolished-when the purpose is to replace in
kind or with historically appropriate construction, as determined
by the Historical Commission.

4. A building, 60% or more of which-is irreparably damaged by fire
or natural causes, or is irreversably threatened by structural
deterioration due to natural causes only, may be demolished.
When less than 60% of such building is damaged or threatened,
the Historical Commission may require any replacment to be in
kind.

5. Demolition of any property or structure designated as significant
and to be preserved shall be permitted only when its owner has
demonstrated that either of the following conditions are present:
a) more than 60% of the value of the property or structure is

irreparably damaged by fire or natural causes, said 60% to
be 60% of the established total cost of replacement in kind;
or

b) preservation of the property denies its owner a ~easonable

economic use of the property, based on comparable economic
uses of designated properties having similar uses and
structural characteristics. When the property lies within
a designated historic district, comparable sites shall be
understood to be similar properties within that district.

6. The Historical Commission or the Assembly may grant permission for
demolition only in part, or deny permission for demolition outright,
based on a determination that,

a) demolition only in part is sufficient to preserve an owner's
ability to realize a reasonable economic return on hi~ property,
or

Bold or semibold typefaces are preferred although medium or
light is acceptable where considered appropriate. Page
references are to the letraset Reference Manual, 1981 Edition.

E. Demolition

1. Internal portions or buildings not specifically designated to be
preserved in the ordinance or designation _may be demolished.

2. Structures not identified in ordinances designated a district
orbuildingas significant and to be preserved may be demolished.
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b) the Cfty and Borough of Juneau declares itself willing within
a reasonable time to compensate the owner for the difference
between the existing economic use of the property and a
reasonable economic use of that property; such compensation
being understood to include the value to said property of
public improvements and public policies in the immediate
vicinity of the property; direct grants or loans that are
or may be made available to preserve the property; or the
purchase of a public interest in a portion of the property;
or

c) the City and Borough of Juneau declares itself willing within
a reasonable time to purchase the property outright in the
public interest to preserve the property. -
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